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The World Economic Forum applies a multistakeholder approach to address issues of global importance. Consistent with this mission, the creation of this report involved extensive outreach to, and dialogue with, numerous organizations and individuals. These included the Forum’s financial services, innovation and technology communities, and leaders from academia and the public sector.

The outreach comprised over one hundred interviews and seven global workshops, conducted virtually and in person, over the past twelve months. The aim of these dialogues was to capture insights around sectoral and regional forces that influence the spread of technology-driven systemic risk across the financial system and to identify targeted mitigation opportunities available for financial services players.

The holistic and global content of this report would not be as complete without contributions from the subject matter experts who helped to shape our thoughts on the emergence of technology-driven systemic risks and possible risk mitigation approaches. We particularly thank this project’s Steering Committee and Working Group. Their expertise and generosity with their time have been invaluable. Also critical has been the ongoing institutional support for this initiative from the World Economic Forum and the leadership of our Chairman, whose vision for a more inclusive, resilient and sustainable world, particularly in these times of increasing complexity and fragmentation, has been integral to this work. Finally, we are grateful to Deloitte for their commitment to, and support of, this project.
Editor’s note

The deepening adoption of technology within global financial services continues to come with considerable benefits while also introducing new risks that threaten the stability of the financial system if not properly managed. In an effort to better understand these risks and identify approaches to addressing them, the World Economic Forum launched the Technology, Innovation and Systemic Risk (TISR) initiative in 2021 to explore the role of technology in both increasing and mitigating systemic risk in the financial system and, by extension, the economy.

The publication of *Beneath the Surface* in 2021 raised new questions about the sectoral and regional conditions under which technology-driven risk can originate and spread across an ecosystem and which targeted mitigation opportunities will warrant further exploration. While mitigation approaches for systemic risk in financial services have been examined in other research studies, few have looked at how technology and sources of innovation can be used to identify and mitigate specific technology-driven systemic risks, with consideration for jurisdictional circumstances and geographical nuances.

This comprehensive study brings together a global community of stakeholders across industries and disciplines to better understand these research topics and provide strategic insights to the public and private sectors.

The outcomes of this research have reinforced the urgency for financial ecosystem players to sharpen their understanding of the origination points and spread of technology-driven risk from sectors and regions to implement effective mitigation solutions.

It is hoped that this document will help you push through the undercurrents influencing technology-driven systemic risk and inspire you to initiate new conversations around mitigation opportunities.
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Context and approach
Recent explorations of technology-driven systemic risk in financial services have raised new questions about which hidden forces influence risk and what targeted mitigation opportunities are available.

• The Forum’s most recent report of the Technology, Innovation and Systemic Risk (TISR) Initiative, *Beneath the Surface*, was launched in 2021 to explore the relationship between adopting technologies in financial services and systemic risk.

• This current report, Phase II of the TISR initiative, explores the underlying sectoral and regional forces that influence technology-driven systemic risk and targeted mitigation opportunities.

TISR Phase I identified six systemic risk themes that have emerged from the growing adoption of technology…

Phase I systemic risk themes:

- Digital interdependencies
- Emerging sources of influence
- New drivers of financial exclusion
- Gaps in entity-based regulation
- Shared model vulnerabilities
- Conflicting national priorities

…while raising new questions for Phase II about the sectoral and regional forces that influence technology-driven systemic risk and mitigation.

Core research objectives:

- How do technology-driven systemic risks originate and spread within sectors in the financial services ecosystem?
- What types of entities in financial services have the most influence in exacerbating or mitigating technology-driven systemic risks?
- What sectoral and regional opportunities exist to mitigate technology-driven systemic risks?
CONTEXT AND APPROACH

Over the past year, over 100 financial services and technology experts have been engaged in global workshops and expert interviews.*

Global workshops

Seven workshops were conducted during 2022, both virtually and in person. These sessions brought together leaders across the financial ecosystem: financial institutions (e.g. banks, asset managers, exchanges, infrastructure providers), financial and non-financial technology firms, regulators and policy-makers. Non-governmental organizations and academic institutions were also engaged in a series of interactive discussions with these entities. Three workshops explored the sectoral and regional forces influencing the trajectory of technology-driven systemic risk. Four workshops tested and refined insights on targeted and technology-led mitigation opportunities available for sectors, entities and regions.

Expert interviews

Interviews were conducted with over 100 public and private sector leaders from prominent entities and experts adjacent to the industry.

*Note: Please see Acknowledgements for a list of individuals who participated in the workshops and interviews.

The inclusion of company case studies or references within this report does not reflect an explicit endorsement of the company or its products and services by the World Economic Forum.
This report introduces leaders, regulators and policy-makers to the sectoral and regional forces that influence technology-driven systemic risks in financial services and how these risks can be mitigated.

- **This report WILL:**
  - Explore how sectoral forces influence the way technology-driven systemic risk spreads
  - Explore how regional forces influence the spread of cross-sector risks
  - Determine which entities are best positioned to lead mitigation opportunities to address technology-driven systemic risk
  - Present targeted opportunities to strengthen efforts to address technology-driven systemic risk.

- **This report WILL NOT:**
  - Identify idiosyncratic risks that an individual financial ecosystem player faces from the adoption of emerging technology
  - Investigate sectoral forces influencing systemic risks that are not driven or amplified by technology
  - Provide detailed implementation approaches to execute mitigation opportunities.

This report seeks to help:

- **Leaders focused on strategy, innovation and/or risk at financial and non-financial organizations** to gain clarity into:
  - The sectoral and regional forces that drive their unique exposure to technology-driven systemic risk
  - Targeted mitigation opportunities for public and private sector players.

- **Policy-makers and regulators** better understand how to design targeted policies and mitigation strategies to support private entities across different sectors and regions.
Executive summary and key findings
The sectoral and regional forces that underlie technology-driven risk present both challenges and mitigation opportunities for financial services ecosystem players.

**Technology-driven risks can proliferate across sectors and regions to grow systemic when...**

1. ... there is fragmentation across product development and distribution areas in financial services

2. ... speed, accessibility and cost are unintentionally emphasized over long-term resilience and transparency

3. ... highly dynamic geopolitical and regional forces outpace a financial institution’s resilience measures for cybersecurity, workforce shortages and environmental threats.

**Sectoral and regional forces reveal targeted opportunities for public and private players to enhance mitigation efforts by...**

4. ...promoting trust-enhancing products that help consumers make informed decisions and minimize the trade-off between bringing transparency and offering convenience

5. ...dismantling information silos to identify clusters of technology-driven risk at the ecosystem level

6. ... extending predictive analytics capabilities to better determine the effects of future geopolitical and regional uncertainty on a financial institution's resilience.
Technology-driven risks can proliferate across sectors and regions to grow systemic when there is fragmentation across product development and distribution areas in financial services.

Three areas where fragmentation is most prominently occurring are the extension of financial infrastructure, provisioning of credit and sourcing of market intelligence.

Where is fragmentation coming from?
- **Extension of financial infrastructure**
  - The fragmentation of financial infrastructure is advancing through "as-a-service" models that are being offered by regulated financial services entities. The risk of incomplete oversight will grow as the entities responsible for risk oversight (e.g. regulated financial institutions) decouple from those that manufacture and distribute financial products (e.g. non-financial players).
  - *Example: Regulated traditional financial institutions are extending their existing infrastructure to non-financial players through banking-as-a-service (BaaS) products and depending on partnerships with platform and application programming interface (API) providers to participate in embedded financial offerings.*

- **Provisioning of credit**
  - Large multinational technology platform providers are strengthening their alliances with non-financial players to displace traditional financial credit offerings and harvest more first-party data. This pattern has increased blind spots to credit default risk and fragmented the development and distribution of credit products into multiple non-financial entities.
  - *Example: Point-of-sale credit offerings from technology platforms (e.g. buy now pay later) are helping retail players grow faster, giving these technology platforms access to first-party consumer spending data, and forming credit ecosystems that operate without traditional financial players.*

- **Sourcing of market intelligence**
  - The mainstream distribution of market intelligence has fragmented into partially regulated entities like data brokers and social news providers. This intelligence is feeding directly into artificial intelligence (AI) models that make real-time financial decisions and has the potential to amplify the impact of data deception tools (e.g. deepfakes) on financial markets and consumer trust.
  - *Example: Investment firms are relying on unregulated data brokers for access to non-financial data generated and sold by adjacent players (e.g. retailers) to expedite their access to rich sources of market intelligence.*
Some new entrants across sectors are unintentionally emphasizing near-term competitive advantages over long-term resilience and transparency.

**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND KEY FINDINGS**

**Transparency for consumers and long-term resilience for institutions**

**Short-term competitive advantages of speed, accessibility and low cost**

**What is fueling the trade-off across the ecosystem?**

**The separation of risk management and product distribution functions**

- Value propositions from groups of new entrants are focused on enabling instant and affordable access to financial products for all consumers and less on the ability to manage and anticipate the associated long-term risks. This is leaving the ownership and management of risk downstream to traditional financial services players.

- Separating risk management and product distribution capabilities is beginning to reduce end-to-end visibility for consumer protection (e.g. protection against chronic overborrowing) and fuel future product liability challenges and potential consumer distrust in the industry (e.g. distrust from a lack of transparency in how personal data is managed).

**The rising cost of conducting due diligence and reinforcing trust with consumers**

- The cost and complexity of conducting due diligence will continue to rise for financial institutions as the externalization of infrastructure and data services will increase the number of third-party relationships to manage.

- Inefficiencies in centralized due diligence and transparency solutions (e.g. third-party audits and certifications that verify financial solvency and data protection measures for consumers) will continue to challenge financial services players in bringing transparency to consumers while competing on speed, cost and convenience.
Highly dynamic geopolitical and regional forces are outpacing a financial institution’s resilience measures against cybersecurity, workforce shortages and environmental threats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highly dynamic geopolitical and regional forces</th>
<th>Where regional vulnerabilities are growing</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sophisticated and geopolitically-motivated cyberattacks</td>
<td>1. Risk assessments for vulnerable critical service providers and institutional clients</td>
<td>Cyberattacks on businesses providing critical services to a nation can be used as a gateway for damaging a nation’s economy (e.g. Hydro-Quebec’s critical role in supplying energy to the US), making these institutions more likely targets for cyberattacks. This can increase credit default risks for financial institutions that fund these institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heightened competition for technology talent pools</td>
<td>2. Maintenance of critical operations</td>
<td>A 2022 global report on talent trends revealed that 49% of C-suite and human capital leaders in the banking and financial services industry (BFSI) report talent scarcity for IT skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic changes in climate patterns</td>
<td>3. Pricing of climate-related risk within financial services products</td>
<td>Government-sponsored enterprises, such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, hold over $6 trillion in mortgage debt that does not price flood risk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sectoral and regional nuances reveal targeted opportunities for traditional financial institutions and fintechs to promote trust-enhancing products and services that help reinforce financial system stability.
Public and private sector players can collectively dismantle information siloes to help better identify technology-driven risk at the ecosystem level

As an entity’s network size grows more relevant in determining systemic importance (as identified in the Phase I report), regulators and institutions can use existing open data platforms to access and aggregate real-time and verifiable insights on technology-driven risk.

**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND KEY FINDINGS**

**How can information siloes be dismantled and distributed?**

- Regulators can aggregate existing open banking platforms and transactional data to monitor the trajectory of regional credit risk trends.

- Standardized data aggregation from open finance ecosystems can help regulators across jurisdictions compare regional risk trends and design data-driven approaches to regulation (e.g. by analysing the implications of active regulation on a customer’s financial activity).

**How can technology-driven risk be identified at the ecosystem level?**

- Mapping the degree of common service provider relationships across cloud infrastructure, alternative data providers and API stack providers will help regulators identify common dependencies across financial institutions (regionally or by sector).

- Generating and aggregating these datasets can make way for intelligent monitoring solutions that predict disruptions to a third-party vendor’s financial health and security posture and enable proactive action by financial institutions and regulators.
Financial services players’ predictive analytics capabilities should reflect future geopolitical and regional uncertainty and be applied towards resilience efforts

In what ways can private and public financial ecosystem players use predictive analytics capabilities to better meet the evolving speed of geopolitical and regional forces?

Consider new dimensions with which to predict and monitor a financial services players’ operational resiliency

- Scenario implications and resilience strategies must include geopolitical-motivated triggers and conditions that can compromise critical third-party service providers or critical institutions to whom financial institutions have sold products and services.
- Exposure to regional risk vectors (across regulatory, cyberattack targeting and environmental factors) should be embedded as an input variable when updating risk profiles and pricing financial products for a financial institution’s client base.

Embed real-time and forward-looking geopolitical data-gathering mechanisms

- Financial institutions can engage automated operational resilience platforms using global market intelligence data to aggregate operational resilience risk scores and evaluate a firm’s risk exposure before engaging them as a third-party provider.
- Financial services players should use synthetic datasets to enrich intelligence data from regions where diagnostic data is difficult to procure. These datasets will ensure better representation of regional forces when simulating future geopolitically-triggered events and response plans.

Test for sectoral resilience through cross-jurisdictional exercises that use simulation techniques

- International resilience exercises should focus on simulations that disrupt a sector’s shared global infrastructure (e.g. a global payments network) and test response patterns and regional exposures for geopolitically-motivated cyberattacks.
- International resilience exercises and outcomes should also be analysed at a regional level to determine what future public funding backstops and buffers are required to contain the systemic effects of attacks.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND KEY FINDINGS

In what ways can private and public financial ecosystem players use predictive analytics capabilities to better meet the evolving speed of geopolitical and regional forces?
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND KEY FINDINGS

This report is comprised of three core sections that explore the origination of technology-driven systemic risk across sectors and regions, and the targeted mitigation opportunities available.

1. Key findings
   - Review key takeaways for public and private sector players within the financial services ecosystem

2. Sectoral exposures to systemic risk and targeted mitigation opportunities
   - Explore the systemic nature and underlying forces behind technology-driven risks originating in financial services sectors (“sector-specific risks”)
   - Examine existing efforts and emerging opportunities available to identify and address sector-specific risks

3. Regional influences and mitigation opportunities
   - Explore the regional forces that influence the proliferation of technology-driven systemic risks across financial services sectors, and the targeted mitigation opportunities available for consideration
Sector-specific risks and mitigation
A collection of sector-specific risks have been identified as originating within a sector and having the potential to become systemic.

**Sector-specific criteria:** In order to be classified as a sector-specific risk, the risk must meet all three criteria below.

1. **Originates in one sector**
   - The technology-driven risk originates uniquely within a sector.

2. **Highly dynamic risk vectors**
   - The underlying risk vectors are highly dynamic and increase the probability of the risk materializing.

3. **Potential to become systemic**
   - The risk has a high potential to grow and become systemic should it materialize.

**Prioritized sector-specific risks:** Two sector-specific risks have been identified for each sector (non-exhaustive) and will be explored in the following section of the report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital markets*</th>
<th>Investment management</th>
<th>Payments</th>
<th>Banking</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market manipulation from the distribution of synthetic media</td>
<td>Market volatility from speculation fuelled by social media</td>
<td>Accumulation and securitization of buy now pay later (BNPL) debt</td>
<td>Risk exposure from banking-as-a-service (BaaS) offerings</td>
<td>Vulnerabilities in parametric insurance smart contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for contagion to spread into traditional markets if crypto-asset ecosystems collapse</td>
<td>Investor manipulation from compromised sensor-generated data</td>
<td>Security vulnerabilities of decentralized central bank digital currency (CBDC) architecture</td>
<td>Inadequate stability mechanisms for stablecoin arrangements</td>
<td>Growing protection gap for catastrophic cyberattacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In this report, capital markets includes market infrastructure sector players.
SECTOR-SPECIFIC RISKS

The following section shares findings on the top sector-specific risks alongside targeted mitigation opportunities

Each sector-specific risk exploration will include the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector-specific risk analysis</th>
<th>Findings on targeted mitigation opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Overview of sector-specific risk</td>
<td>1. Desired mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Background and context on the sector-specific risk</td>
<td>– A summary of mitigation outcomes required to address the sector-specific risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Findings on the highly dynamic risk vectors that exacerbate the sector-specific risk</td>
<td>– A summary of current mitigation efforts and emerging opportunities for consideration to enable desired outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Plausible systemic scenario and amplifying forces</td>
<td>2. Deep-dive into current mitigation efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– A potential systemic scenario that illustrates the second-order impacts on other ecosystem players if the sector-specific risk materializes</td>
<td>– A summary of collaborative mitigation efforts largely government- or sector-initiated that are currently gaining traction across the ecosystem (including relevant examples)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Exploration of the entity and regional forces that increase the probability and impact of the sector-specific risk materializing</td>
<td>– Analysis of the areas of opportunity available to strengthen existing efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Deep-dive into emerging mitigation opportunities</td>
<td>3. Deep-dive into emerging mitigation opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– An exploration of each emerging mitigation opportunity, how the solution can be executed to address the effects of the sector-specific risk, and the conditions necessary for success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Capital markets
Market manipulation from the distribution of synthetic media

Novel deception tools like deepfake voice phishing and synthetic social botnets that are underpinned by AI are becoming increasingly popular methods to spread disinformation that can maliciously influence financial markets.

Background

The rapid growth of the synthetic media market and research advances in deep-learning algorithms have quickly lowered the financial and technological barriers for malicious actors to manipulate financial markets, specifically through the proliferation of deepfake videos and synthetic botnets. Generative AI modelling companies are seeing a rapid increase in deepfake applications, with content on the internet growing at the rate of 400% year on year. While the adoption of synthetic media by legitimate actors grows in parallel (e.g. using synthetic datasets to enrich investment simulations), the implications of non-malicious inaccuracies within synthetic datasets may not yet be systemic.

Deepfake technologies are also beginning to take up a larger share of cyberthreats. Two out of three respondents in the 2022 Global Incident Response Threat report indicate that malicious deepfakes are increasingly being used for attacks. This trend reflects a 13% increase from 2021.

Emerging risks

- **Connected devices controlled by malware (“synthetic botnets”)** are increasingly being used to produce synthetic social media content positioned to induce withdrawals from fake “run on the bank” scenarios (impersonations of bank customers claiming to be unable to withdraw their deposits) and flash crash events (hacking and posting messages about fictional market-moving events on behalf of trusted accounts, like the Twitter account of a central bank chief).

- **With the increased availability of large image and video databases accelerating the accuracy of AI models used to generate deepfake videos and images and the growing maturity of deepfake algorithms, it is becoming increasingly difficult for fraud-detection software to identify deepfakes that target multiple attack surfaces (voice and video), meaning the risks from synthetic media are primed to grow with potentially systemic implications.**
Communities with high dependency on alternative media for information access

Communities with unaffordable or unstable internet connectivity are primed to consume most of their information from social media providers that have partnered with local network carriers (e.g. Meta’s FreeBasics Program in Philippines).\(^\text{10}\)

Potential systemic risk scenario (if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)

If disinformation about interest rates proliferates across credible social media platforms and accounts through the use of synthetic media (e.g. the social media account of a trusted public official is compromised, and a face-swap video about a dramatic drop in interest rates is posted nationwide), shifts in public sentiment about financial markets can lead to the following second-order impact:

**Impact on investor portfolios through bond price volatility**

In response to dramatically lower interest rates, retail and institutional investors may begin selling their positions on bonds or money market accounts, resulting in sharp movements across financial markets.

**Consumer mistrust and scepticism in government institutions**

Individuals may not trust future communications made by public officials on social media platforms. As a result, long-term reputational damage to government institutions and lingering scepticism around current monetary policies may contribute to prolonged market volatility.

**Forces that can amplify and accelerate the risk**

- **Communities with high dependency on alternative media for information access**
- **Technology companies lowering the financial barriers to generate synthetic media**
  - The cost of generating synthetic media is dropping as companies are improving video-generation methods (e.g. Microsoft, GPT-3 language models) that enable users to use off-the-shelf or open-source machine learning software to quickly generate fake content.
- **High-frequency trading algorithms connected to real-time high-speed data feeds**
  - High-frequency algorithmic trading programs that read real-time high-speed data feeds may not distinguish real news from disinformation and can amplify the systemic effects of synthetic media that are deployed on credible channels.

---

**Regional force**

**Entity force**

---
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POTENTIAL SYSTEMIC SCENARIO AND AMPLIFYING FORCES | DISTRIBUTION OF SYNTHETIC MEDIA
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation opportunities to address the risks from distributing synthetic media about financial markets must centre on more robust media moderation, equipping users to recognize disinformation and strengthening authentication efforts for both content and users.

**Target mitigation outcomes**

- Stronger synthetic media moderation
- Stronger content authentication and media literacy
- Stronger user authentication on alternative media platforms

**Mitigation opportunity landscape**

- Limit the monetization opportunities available for synthetic media shared on social media.
- Crowdsources social media fact-checking capabilities by encouraging digital citizenship and collective trust.
- Embed digital content credentials within the social media upload process to maximize transparency.
- Decentralize transparency efforts through plug-in tools powered by artificial intelligence.
- Extend biometric authentication requirements for systemically influential individuals’ social media accounts.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provide thorough analysis of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

Current efforts to identify disinformation and boost media literacy among communities are gaining traction, while unrealized opportunities remain to better protect influential social media accounts from being compromised and sharing disinformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limit the monetization opportunities available for synthetic media shared on social media</th>
<th>Crowdsourcing social media fact-checking capabilities by encouraging digital citizenship and collective trust</th>
<th>Embed digital content credentials within the social media upload process to maximize transparency</th>
<th>Decentralize transparency efforts through plug-in tools powered by artificial intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The European Commission’s Code of Practice on Disinformation was updated in 2022 to ensure that disinformation distributors do not benefit from advertising revenues and that signatories commit to stronger measures to avoid the placement of advertising next to disinformation shared on media platforms.</td>
<td>Large social media platforms are beginning to employ users to police disinformation and publish recommendations within posts to scale their fact-checking capability, maximize transparency for users, maintain neutrality and help reinforce media literacy (e.g. Birdwatch/Community Notes, Twitter’s fact-checking tool).</td>
<td>Content creator platforms are championing initiatives that increase users’ visibility into digital credentials (including edit history) for content shared online, thereby helping users distinguish reality from fabrication (e.g. Adobe’s Content Authenticity Initiative).</td>
<td>Fintechs like Factinsect offer plug-in fact-checking software for users to compare alternative media content against selected quality media by visually spotlighting contradictory or disproved text within seconds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts**

- As a part of the European Commission’s media literacy initiatives, platforms should be encouraged to publicly classify the content subject to limitations in advertising revenue due to the Code of Practice on Disinformation.
- A crowd-sourced fact-checking tool on social media would need to reach mass consumption levels to gain credibility and would need to be continually monitored for diversity in the user base to gain credibility and minimize bias.
- Partnerships with mainstream social media platforms, advertising agencies and regulators will be crucial for digital content credentials requirements to become an industry standard; partnerships should also be used to increase education for consumers and producers of content.
- AI-powered fact-checking capabilities for users should include abilities to fact-check video content and identify fabricated user engagement coming from synthetic botnets.
### Opportunity overview

**Biometric authentication requirements** (e.g., face authentication with liveness assurance checks) should be extended for social media accounts that belong to systemically influential entities (e.g., bank CEOs, governors of central banks, high-profile investors) and influential individuals with high followership volumes to curb the negative second-order effects that can reach financial markets.

### How it could work

- **Governments set shared standards** on what constitutes a systemically important social media account (e.g., followership volume, government officials, relevance to market movements).
- **Social media platforms pull facial recognition, fingerprint or voice data for systemically influential entities and their designated social media managers** as part of their onboarding process and security settings for verified accounts that meet government standards. They can also verify if the post is outside of the normal pattern and tone of past posts by the systemically influential individual.
- **Systemically influential entities or their associated social media managers perform additional biometric checks before every content upload.**

### Conditions necessary for success

- Data privacy mandates in place for biometric authentication data received by social media
- Input from capital market makers, social media platforms and fourth-party software-as-service providers on government standards that define systemically influential entities
- Social media content posts should be verified and confirmed as not being produced by generative AI applications

### Relevant case studies

**Baaz**, a social media platform in the Middle East, has partnered with IDMission to enable an end-to-end encrypted identity process that authenticates its users’ identities through passive liveness, biometrics and industry-compliant security practices.

---

**DEEP-DIVE OF EMERGING MITIGATION OPPORTUNITIES | DISTRIBUTION OF SYNTHETIC MEDIA**

Extend biometric authentication requirements for systemically influential individuals’ social media
Potential for contagion to spread into traditional markets if crypto-asset ecosystems collapse

Should levels of retail and institutional investment in crypto rebound and outpace the effects of regulatory action, current lending and custody processes used in crypto-asset ecosystems may spread contagion into traditional markets should cryptocurrency exchanges fail.

**Background**

Institutional cryptocurrency investments dropped by 95% in 2022 in response to the latest string of cryptocurrency exchange bankruptcies. While the crypto market has remained largely isolated from traditional markets due to relatively low institutional exposure, the structural barriers that protect traditional markets from crypto contagion remain permeable.

Amid growing anticipation for regulatory action, institutional investor interest is beginning to resurface. As established regulatory regimes formalize protection measures for crypto assets, retail and institutional investors may regain new levels of confidence and acceptance in cryptocurrencies as a long-term store of value.

In response to growing demand, investment firms can reaccelerate the channels available for investors to gain direct exposure to crypto-assets (e.g. through partnerships with cryptocurrency exchange platforms, bitcoin-backed loan offerings or cryptocurrency options for pension funds).

If the speed of renewed institutional and retail demand for crypto exposure outpaces the effects of enforcement and monitoring action from crypto regulators, traditional financial institutions may become vulnerable to the risk vectors from cryptocurrency exchanges’ lenient lending models and complex investment products available to unsophisticated clients.

**Emerging risks**

- **Unchecked use of consumer funds**: Unlike conventional stock exchanges that generate revenue exclusively from trading fees, many cryptocurrency exchanges also preserve client funds, provide counterparty services, and lend and borrow money outside regulatory oversight. Their multi-faceted role can create conflicts of interest when providing their investors with the best execution obligation (e.g. exchanges may face off one of its investors for a trade) and when borrowing funds (e.g. exchanges using their tokens as collateral for loans and incentivizing their customers to purchase their tokens to increase its value).

- **Unrestricted access to leverage**: Many crypto-asset exchanges have allowed unsophisticated retail investors unrestricted access to significant amounts of leverage (up to 125 times) to purchase crypto-assets, often without sufficient disclosure and understanding of the associated financial risks. Permitting overleveraged trades with limited restrictions heightens the insolvency risk for a cryptocurrency exchange.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

**Potential systemic risk scenario (if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)**

A large cryptocurrency exchange has a growing user base of traditional investors who make multiple levered bets on crypto assets. The exchange is not yet required to disclose daily capital reserve data or customer protection practices. During a period of intense leveraged trading activity, the cryptocurrency exchange cannot meet customer withdrawal requests and puts a freeze on future requests. In response, other investors begin withdrawing funds from other cryptocurrency exchanges in a panic, contributing to a sharp drop in cryptocurrency values.

**Balance sheet write-offs for large asset managers**
Asset managers that have developed cryptocurrency products (e.g. private trusts, crypto-backed loans) and have balance sheet exposure may need to write off values in their balance sheet, which can affect their solvency ratios.

**Swings in institutional investor portfolios**
Institutional investors will unwind funds invested in traditional markets to repay debt and cover their cryptocurrency losses, resulting in sharp swings in traditional markets.

**Growing credit risk for banks**
Investors that lose a significant volume of cryptocurrency value from an insolvent exchange (e.g. life savings, frozen pension funds) may face insolvency, which can threaten their ability to repay bank loans.

**Forces that can amplify and accelerate the risk**

- **High fragmentation and inconsistency in crypto-asset regulation**
Regions with inconsistent regulations placed on cryptocurrency exchanges increase the risk of redirecting high-risk, low-transparency trades into fewer communities and increasing the concentration of trading risk into fewer economies.

- **Growing adoption of decentralized cryptocurrency exchanges**
Decentralized exchanges, which coordinate crypto-asset trading by using automated algorithms and operate outside regulatory perimeters, are beginning to gain market share over centralized exchanges that have recently enforced new crypto regulations and reporting requirements.

- **Interconnectedness of decentralized finance applications**
Because lending collateral can be recycled and reused between different DeFi protocols, insolvencies in one token can lead to rapid second-order impacts on other liquid staking protocols (e.g. terraUSD with Lido, and MIM stablecoin).
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation efforts to minimize the contagion from cryptocurrency exchange activities must increase the transparency of exchange solvency for investors and control access to leveraged trading for creditworthy exchanges and investors.

### Target mitigation outcomes

- **Protection of investor deposits**
- **Controlled access to leveraged trading for investors**
- **Transparency on indicators of exchange solvency**

### Mitigation opportunity landscape

- **Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption**
  - Impose usage restrictions on customer deposits held in exchange custody
  - Establish shared reserve pools across the industry to address isolated liquidity challenges
- **Emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration**
  - Design on-chain credit scores based on publicly available blockchain transaction data
  - Enhance know your customer (KYC) measures for exchanges that verify proof of funds via Open API platforms
  - Mandate Proof of Reserve certificates from third-party auditors
  - Mandate real-time Proof of Solvency disclosures using zero-knowledge-proof protocols

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provide thorough analysis of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

With the significant collapse in multiple leading cryptocurrency exchange platforms, the focus of mitigation efforts has been on protecting investor deposits and identifying creditworthiness, while some opportunities to maximize exchange transparency remain untapped.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impose usage restrictions on customer deposits held in exchange custody</th>
<th>Establish shared reserve pools to address isolated liquidity challenges for good actors</th>
<th>Design on-chain credit scores based on publicly available blockchain transaction data</th>
<th>Mandate Proof of Reserve certificates from third-party auditors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Securities regulators in regions like Canada and New York have prohibited registered cryptocurrency trading platforms from using customer deposits to fund risky proprietary trading strategies or offering high-leverage derivatives in order to disincentivize risky decision-making.</td>
<td>Industry leaders like Binance are driving efforts to design an industry recovery fund to help financially healthy exchanges that face a liquidity squeeze during market distress and investor confidence crises.</td>
<td>DeFi applications like Spectral, Polygon and Amplify use publicly available blockchain transaction data by connecting crypto wallets and zero-knowledge identity methods to assess creditworthiness while maintaining user privacy.</td>
<td>After the meltdown of the cryptocurrency exchange FTX in November 2022, many exchanges are now beginning to implement Proof of Reserve certificates that can be securely verified using cryptographic methods and attested to by third-party auditors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts

- Since many investors trade on unregistered platforms operating in jurisdictions with little to no regulation, more funding should be dedicated to educating investors and discouraging advertising on unregistered platforms.
- Regulatory bodies should contribute towards defining the criteria with which cryptocurrency exchanges are deemed eligible for recovery funds during market crises.
- On-chain credit scoring protocols should also connect to off-chain credit history (via oracles like Chainlink) to recognize creditworthiness and offer higher yields for new crypto-asset investors with no on-chain credit score.
- Proof of Reserve certificates should extend to showcase an exchange’s liabilities in real-time to identify solvency issues more efficiently.
Mandate real-time Proof of Solvency disclosures using zero-knowledge-proof protocols

Opportunity overview

The accuracy and transparency of cryptocurrency exchanges’ solvency can be maximized through an on-chain, real-time reporting mechanism. This solution can help ensure real-time solvency data is considered in downstream lending products offered by an exchange and can be made accessible to retail and institutional investors. Real-time Proof of Solvency disclosures are less costly than certificates that require third-party audits and can better sustain continuous investor trust in exchange operations.

How it could work

Proof of Solvency can be designed through the execution of DeFi protocols using zero-knowledge proofs, which verifies an exchange’s liabilities while protecting customers’ balance data and privacy.27

**Proof of Assets**
The exchange publishes its capital reserves daily on-chain to prove ownership of sufficient capital to cover all their customers’ balances.

**Proof of Liabilities**
An investor can privately verify through a zero-knowledge-proof that the exchange’s commitment to their balance exists and is the right amount.

**Proof of Solvency**
The exchange reconciles the difference between total assets and liabilities and confirms solvency if the difference is greater or equal to zero.

**Cryptocurrency exchanges** can adjust collateral requirements for lending products to sustain and stabilize solvency.

**Crypto wallet providers and API platforms** can integrate real-time solvency disclosures into their user interface, enabling easy access for investors.

Conditions necessary for success

Guidance from governments or self-governing bodies on the minimum cadence and degree of solvency required to be disclosed by an exchange.

Standardized interoperability design for infrastructure providers and API platforms that integrate cryptocurrency wallets to exchange data (e.g. Zabo, Plaid).

Relevant case studies

THORChain is a decentralized liquidity network that prioritizes the security of locked assets, and those exchanged on the network. It uses security-enhancing mechanisms like bug bounty rewards and proactive on-chain solvency verification to build trust with users and community members in the network.28

CACHE Gold, a DeFi protocol that supports tokenized gold assets, has integrated with Chainlink’s Proof of Reserve protocol to enable continuous verification and transparency of the true status of the gold reserves that back their tokens.29
Enhance KYC measures for exchanges that verify Proof of Funds via open API platforms

**Opportunity overview**

Investors should be given the opportunity to share their proof of capital and reserves (including fiat currencies) as part of an enhanced KYC process to gain access to leveraged trades for lower interest in a cryptocurrency exchange. Access to a combination of on-chain credit scores with credit report data outside of cryptocurrency investments can help exchanges better price their interest rates according to risk and offer different tranches of interest based on their investors’ creditworthiness.

**How it could work**

Today, KYC measures embedded in cryptocurrency exchanges are aimed at preventing illegal activities such as money laundering, terrorist financing and tax evasion.

**Investors** are given the option to share their proof of solvency and crypto credit scores with exchanges ahead of being eligible for specific types of leveraged trades.

**Cryptocurrency exchanges** conduct enhanced KYC checks that include an exhaustive review of liquidity outside cryptocurrency trades.

Eligible investors are offered different “tranches” of interest depending on the output of their data-driven KYC check.

Plaid offers cryptocurrency exchange support by aggregating a customer’s cryptocurrency accounts through an API, giving investors a comprehensive view of their finances. It helps them share crypto account information, asset types, balances and transactions for other services.

**Conditions necessary for success**

- Interoperability between open API layers and multiple cryptocurrency exchanges to maximize consistency
- Mandates from government authorities on capital thresholds required for leveraged cryptocurrency trades

**Relevant case studies**

Plaid offers cryptocurrency exchange support by aggregating a customer’s cryptocurrency accounts through an API, giving investors a comprehensive view of their finances. It helps them share crypto account information, asset types, balances and transactions for other services.
Investment management
Market volatility from speculation fueled by social media

With retail investor activity reaching record highs and speculation on social media platforms continuing to proliferate, the market volatility introduced by strategies like meme-stock investing could grow to have systemic implications.

**Background**

With retail investor activity and meme-stock speculation having reached unprecedented levels in 2022, the influence of both trends on financial markets continues to widen. While the rise of commission-free trading platforms has lowered the barriers for individuals to participate in direct investing, this rise has also resulted in the growth of “meme stocks”, where asset prices are highly disconnected from the underlying value of a company and are often driven by speculation on social media. This dislocation has raised concerns among regulators, leading them to actively investigate the impact of digital engagement practices on market structure conditions.

While social media-driven market effects are not limited to meme-stock activity, their influence is well observed in this space. For example, algorithmically-driven social media platforms (Reddit, Twitter) are pivotal in amplifying stock volatility and heightening individual risk appetites by creating “echo chambers” for investors to frequently communicate with others with similar interests and views, potentially reinforcing speculative investment decisions.

**Emerging risks**

- **Meme-stock strategies are now being extended to short-term options positions** where investors place bets on prices with unlimited downside risk. In the third quarter of 2022, S&P 500 options expiring within one day accounted for more than 40% of the total trading volume. Meme-stock episodes may also threaten sectors that depend on consumer trust (e.g. banking) if their upward trajectory continues. In October 2022, a social media post shared with more than 300,000 followers and reshared more than 3,000 times questioned the solvency of Credit Suisse and led to widespread rumours about its bankruptcy across markets. The firestorm resulted in retail investors participating in short trades with no-cap downside, with the bank’s shares plunging nearly 6%, shaving about $600 million off its market capitalization.

- **The increase in many retail investors’ risk appetites may not be sufficiently calibrated within investment firms’ risk models** to reflect the volatility and market loss that meme-stock episodes may trigger. If meme stock activity continues along this trajectory, well-capitalized institutional investors with well-researched positions may be forced to unwind and liquidate their positions earlier, creating a significant multiplier on the overall market disorder.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

**Potential systemic risk scenario (if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)**

False rumours about undervalued stocks are shared on social media and spark multiple activist online campaigns on alternative media, leading to herd buying behaviour across retail investors. The resulting meme-stock herd buying behaviour may trigger the following second-order impact:

**Liquidation of institutional investor portfolios**
Large investment firms that underwrite the put/call options that retail investors buy begin liquidating their holdings and cutting short their losses in response to volatile and sudden changes in portfolio value (from long or short positions), creating a second-order effect on market destabilization.

**Retail investor solvency leads to credit risk for banks**
Retail investors that have purchased short-term options and invested on margin against meme-stocks may face a liquidity crunch as markets restabilize, threatening their ability to pay back their liabilities with other lenders in the financial ecosystem.

**Forces that can amplify and accelerate the sector-specific risk**

**Online trading platforms gamifying trading and encouraging risky trading behaviour**
Online trading platform features are designed to maximize user enjoyment, which may be directly correlated with risky trading behaviour. Platforms also redirect investors to high-attention stocks with little access to formal financial advice available for unsophisticated investors.

**Social media penetration rates across communities**
Regions with younger populations and unrestricted access to social media channels (e.g. Brazil, South Africa, Philippines) may be at the most risk of participating in meme-stock trades due to social media-driven speculation.

**Investors “reverse engineering” meme-stock campaigns**
Investors with controlling interest in public companies may be incentivized to spark activist campaigns on social media platforms to boost a company’s stock price as a path to satisfying shareholders instead of increasing the financial viability of a company.
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation efforts to protect against the market instabilities introduced by intense speculation should focus on deterrence from participating in speculative trades and the ability for institutional investors to detect meme-stocks proactively.

**Target mitigation outcomes**

- Deterrence from participating in speculative trades

**Mitigation opportunity landscape**

- Embed financial literacy programmes within online trading platforms.
- Increase retail shareholder engagement through social media.
- Launch an automated adviser model in online trading platforms for proactive investment recommendations.
- Set up exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and indexes that help investors track emerging meme stocks.
- Use machine learning algorithms to spot warning signs of a meme-stock surge.
- Embed real-time alternative data feeds into institutional investors’ risk models.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provide thorough analysis of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
## Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

While efforts to identify retail activity through social media tracking, and educate retail investors on stock fundamentals, are growing, new opportunities exist for institutions to proactively support healthy risk-taking behaviours and develop forward-looking indicators to embed in investment risk models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Embed financial literacy programmes within online trading platforms</th>
<th>Increase retail shareholder engagement through social media</th>
<th>Set up ETFs and indexes that help investors track emerging meme stocks</th>
<th>Use machine learning algorithms to spot warning signs of meme-stock surge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trading platforms like Robinhood have launched in-app educational experiences (Robinhood Learn) that make financial lessons accessible to all customers across topics like stock trading, options trading, ETFs, initial public offerings and cryptocurrencies.</td>
<td>Firms like RCI Hospitality Holdings have hosted their earnings calls on social media platforms (e.g. Twitter Spaces) to make financial fundamentals more accessible to younger retail investors and to increase their shareholder engagement beyond equity research analysts and fund managers.</td>
<td>Roundhill Investments has launched an ETF that tracks the performance of stocks exhibiting a combination of elevated social media activity and high short interest through data from third-party data providers. Robinhood has also launched an index tracking the performance of stocks most traded by its users.</td>
<td>Post 2021, many hedge fund managers across North America and Asia regularly use algorithms to scour forums such as r/WallStreetBets or other data sources to spot coordinated buying behaviours. Fintechs are also providing “short squeeze risk” scores to Bloomberg terminal users and selling social media data to fund managers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts

- Online trading platforms can consider embedding financial literacy assessments for retail investors as part of onboarding for online trading platforms to tailor their recommendations for investment products.
- Attendance and shareholder engagement data from company sessions on social media can serve as valuable input for algorithms to detect early retail investor interest and identify leading meme-stock indicators sooner.
- Rebalancing ETFs more frequently (e.g. hourly instead of biweekly) and reducing their market capitalization requirements can increase the likelihood for investors to track the early indicators of meme-stock behaviour.
- Data inputs for model algorithms can be in real-time, sourced from third-party data providers to help proactively identify and monitor heightened risk exposure for institutional investors’ existing holdings.
Launch an automated adviser model in online trading platforms for proactive investment recommendations

Opportunity overview
The articles, guides and help forums offered by commission-free trading platforms are generally insufficient at proactively managing and identifying risky retail investor activity. To encourage real-time support for retail investors, trading platforms’ existing digital engagement prompts can be rebranded to educate investors on making trading decisions that encourage healthy risk-taking behaviour. Platforms can embed investment portfolio software intelligence algorithms within commission-free trading platforms to proactively monitor, identify and offer guidance to investors making trades based on their trading activity, purchasing power and portfolio make-up.

How it could work

- Alerts to diversify portfolio if it is too heavily dependent on performance of one stock or asset class.
- Recommendations to explore new investments to promote portfolio balancing.
- Detection of heavy trading activity on margin, and prompting any negative portfolio forecasts to retail investor.
- Retail investors have autonomy on what advice to take and can opt out of the investor assistant service at any time.

Conditions necessary for success

- To ensure consistency across platforms and prevent risky trading activity from being redirected, regulatory mandates should be placed on the minimum set of activities for all licensed online trading platforms to monitor.
- Data sharing permissions by retail investors to share their investment data anonymously and service the models that enable the smart assistant service.

Relevant case studies

Belgian bank KBC’s digital robotized investment assistant “Matti” offers automatic monitoring of clients’ investment portfolios. The smart assistant is available for KBC and Bolero clients and non-customers with a minimum of €1,000 investment. Based on the profile and preferences of an investor, Matti proposes a portfolio and continuously monitors the investor’s portfolio. It is up to the investor whether or not to follow Matti’s advice.50
Embed real-time data feeds about retail investor activity into institutional investors’ risk models

Opportunity overview

In order to proactively understand the evolving risk appetite of retail investor communities and new risk variables introduced, investment firm risk models should rely more heavily on forward-looking sources of data and real-time data feeds to aid in trade decisions and portfolio rebalancing instead of using historic time series data and batch processing methods.

By supplementing real-time social media mentions and short squeeze activity data with additional forward-looking indicators and rate of change statistics, institutional investors can better track the value of a company as perceived by retail investors and understand what existing sentiment data translates to impact on financial markets.

How it could work

Real-time data pipelines sourced from third-party providers:
- Social media ticker mentions
- Short-squeeze risk scores
- Retail investor attendance to earnings calls
- Investor Index data from online trading platforms (e.g., Robinhood’s Investor Index showcases the top stocks owned by users, weighted by the percentage of portfolio)
- Percentage of trade volume for a stock that comes from retail

Real-time data pipelines\textsuperscript{51} Real-time data pipelines that operationalize data into model algorithms and model outputs instantaneously can help investment managers identify the rate of change in leading indicators for meme stock behaviour.

Batch data pipelines\textsuperscript{52} Batch datasets on company performance, index performance, daily social media mentions

Datasets enter model framework for “batch prediction” at specific time intervals

Recommendations on portfolio balancing to maintain risk tolerance provided in batches

Conditions necessary for success

Real-time data pipelines that come from trusted data sources from third-party data providers

Thresholds in place within risk models for investment managers to contextualize real-time data feeds and identify when portfolio holdings need to be rebalanced to maintain risk profile

Relevant case studies

Hedge funds like Anson Funds are quantifying the risk that comes from retail activity by analysing retail trading activity as a percentage of daily trade volume and gathering evidence of divergence on platforms like Twitter, which signal when investor comments are shifting from positive to negative or vice versa.\textsuperscript{53}
Investor manipulation from compromised sensor-generated data

As real-time sensor-generated data becomes a mainstream approach for investment firms to improve portfolio alpha, the attack surface for malicious actors to compromise and manipulate market data for financial and political gain is rapidly widening and introducing new opportunities to destabilize markets.

Background

Two-thirds of hedge funds currently rely on alternative data platforms (most accessible via APIs) to a significant or moderate degree to inform their investment decisions, identify market inefficiencies and predict future market moves. The large-scale use of real-time sensor data in commodity industries (e.g. agriculture, energy, metals, etc.) specifically has led to greater confidence from traders in their investment decisions within commodity markets.

With more than 50% of the global datasphere expected to be generated from sensors by 2025, sensor-generated data from satellites, CCTV footage, smartphones, and consumer and industrial internet of things (IoT) devices will make up a greater share of the datasets that investment firms will rely on to inform their decisions.

Emerging risks

- Deploying IoT botnets and tampering with sensor data feeds are becoming low-cost, high-reward methods for cybercriminals to disrupt commodity markets for economic and political gain. Attack variants like the Manipulation of Demand via IoT (MaDoIoT) are becoming financially accessible methods for malicious actors to deploy high-energy consuming botnets to manipulate the total demand of energy to influence global prices in favour of specific market players. Research suggests deploying as few as 50,000 botnets (e.g. infected thermostats, air conditioners, etc.) can successfully impact a region’s power grid and influence market prices, creating economic havoc in a region.

- A growing black market for fake or corrupted sensor data may increase the likelihood and damage of False Data Injection attacks, which compromise measurements from IoT sensors by small margins such that the manipulated sensor measurements bypass the sensor’s basic ‘faulty data’ detection mechanism. Gartner has forecasted a black market dedicated to selling fake sensor and video data for enabling criminal activity as large as $5 billion, making IoT attacks on financial markets more lucrative and accessible.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

Potential systemic risk scenario *(if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)*

If multiple investment firms depend on a shared set of sensor devices that is compromised for a global commodity (either through manipulated or falsified data), misinformed trading decisions can be made across investment firms and hedge funds with the following second-order impact:

**A reinforcing cycle of instability within capital markets**
Conflicting information between industry participants and sensor datasets leads to scepticism of the general market intelligence data provider industry, seeding further instability in capital markets and resulting in a withdrawal of capital across multiple commodity businesses due to a lack of trust.

**Investor liquidity challenges**
Altered investor sentiment and liquidity challenges as a result of flash-crash events may trigger panic sell-offs from institutional investors and drain the market from significant volumes of funds.

**Forces that can amplify and accelerate the risk**

**Regions democratizing 5G connectivity between devices**
Regions enabling service providers to use non-proprietary components from multiple vendors to connect devices to 5G networks will become more vulnerable to the interoperability risks and security gaps that may come from a more diverse and complex vendor landscape.

**Consolidation and merger trends within the sensing industry**
The sensing industry has seen a wave of consolidation between device vendors in 2022, which will reduce the number of vendors that investment firms depend on for devices and can heighten the future collective impact of compromised sensor devices on markets.

**Unregulated data broker industry**
There is limited transparency today on the permissions, usage restrictions and data sources for alternative datasets sold to investment firms by the largely unregulated data broker industry. Unregulated data brokers may play a role in contributing to the growth of a black market for fake data sold to cybercriminals.
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation efforts against compromised sensor-generated data should focus on increasing data quality sourced from sensors, slowing the spread of malware across a network, and proactively identifying false data injection attacks.

**Target mitigation outcomes**

- **Increasing data quality sourced from sensors**
- **Containing malware contagion across a sensor network**
- **Detecting and monitoring false data injection attacks**

**Mitigation opportunity landscape**

- Establish global certification and labelling programmes for connected devices.
- Mandate due diligence processes for alternative data vendors.
- Protect sensor data through Entropy-as-a-Service.
- Employ extended detection and response techniques that integrate data across devices.
- Decentralize data due-diligence processes through continuous identification of authenticated devices.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provide thorough analysis of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
Current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption

While mitigation efforts to boost consumer confidence in connected devices are gaining traction, unrealized opportunities remain for investors to trust the devices and the resulting data they receive to make trading decisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Establish global certification and labelling programmes for connected devices</th>
<th>Mandate due diligence processes for alternative data vendors</th>
<th>Protect sensor data through Entropy-as-a-Service</th>
<th>Employ extended detection and response (XDR) techniques that integrate data across devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governments in Singapore, Germany and the US have championed government-backed labels that help customers easily recognize, which devices meet the highest security and privacy practices (e.g. default passwords, security updates, functionality when offline).</td>
<td>After recent violations have been placed for analytics firms misusing alternative datasets that are sold to investment firms (e.g. App Annie), the US government is beginning to scrutinize an investment firm’s use of alternative data in the investment decision-making process.</td>
<td>The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the US has recommended creating new sources of “entropy” to better secure the data that is held and transferred from sensor devices (e.g. random number generation used for encryption and decryption). Fintechs like Quantropi use quantum computing power to supply businesses with additional encryption keys to protect against IoT attacks.</td>
<td>Large technology companies like VMware are helping companies enhance their visibility into companies’ networks through technology that provides 360-degree visibility on suspicious activity and contextualizes seemingly unrelated attacks identified across different connected devices (XDR).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts

- Certifications should be mandated within asset managers’ data vendor due diligence processes and can be made dynamic in response to industry security updates.
- Investment firms can use RegTech solutions for vendor management compliance to strengthen their due-diligence processes for alternative data vendors, stay compliant with government guidance and minimize overhead costs from due diligence efforts.
- Data providers and companies generating data from sensors should publish their partnerships with entropy providers to establish trust with investment firms and third-party alternative data platforms.
- Investment firms should consider the breadth of security capabilities and technologies sensor data providers have (e.g. XDR) when sourcing data for trading decisions.
Decentralizing data due-diligence through continuous identification of authenticated devices

Opportunity overview

Companies that generate data from sensors can use device identification frameworks (that use a combination of sensor profiling variables and machine learning algorithms) to proactively protect against false data or counterfeit devices deployed in a network to manipulate sensor data feeds. Continuous device identification can verify all IoT devices in a network, their data sources and variance in network traffic to ultimately prevent false data from being sent through maliciously deployed devices. By embedding these requirements as part of the vendor procurement process for alternative data sourcing, investment firms and alternative data platforms can decentralize due-diligence efforts for IoT devices and minimize the systemic impact of malicious sensor data tampering.

How it could work

How this can be extended

Filter data from only authenticated connected devices through API gateways accessed by external clients (e.g. investment firms, alternative data providers)

Conditions necessary for success

Regulatory mandates for players across the value chain (sensor manufacturers, network controllers in enterprises) to declare security measures in place for device identification.

Interoperability of identification framework and data collection techniques across a majority of sensor vendor providers.

Relevant case studies

Portnox is a security startup that has launched the first cloud-native IoT fingerprinting and profiling solution, which is helping enterprise and mid-market businesses detect and authenticate all their IoT devices with 95% accuracy. 

Portnox

Illustrative data flow of company producing data (e.g. construction company)
Payments
Accumulation and securitization of buy now pay later (BNPL) debt

Easy access to BNPL credit coupled with weak underwriting rules may lead to overborrowing and potentially spill over to the financial system through debt securitization.

Background

Demand for BNPL products, a short-term credit option for consumers looking to pay for purchases in instalments, is on the rise. While BNPL is not a new concept, it has grown in popularity due to lenient credit approval processes and ease of access in e-commerce channels through partnerships between fintechs and retailers. In 2021 alone, BNPL payments hit over $120 billion and are projected to grow by 24% over the next three years. By 2025, 12% of global e-commerce spend is estimated to come from BNPL transactions. BNPL provides easy credit with the convenience of interest-free instalment payments for consumers who may not qualify for a bank loan or who have overdrew their savings or credit cards. For merchants, BNPL has been instrumental in boosting sales and acquiring new customers.

Emerging risks

- The nature of BNPL credit creates opportunity for overborrowing and the piling up of shadow debts. BNPL loans appeal to consumers who may not be eligible for loans from traditional channels, have maxed out their credit limits or exhausted savings. Research shows that consumers are inclined to spend spontaneously and are three times more likely to complete their online purchases instead of abandoning them in the cart when presented with a BNPL financing option. Millennials are notably high users of BNPL credits, with the volume of transactions by this age demographic increasing by more than 400% in the last couple of years. According to Barclays, a quarter of BNPL users already feel unsure about their ability to settle their BNPL debt. Additionally, the Federal Reserve Bank report indicates that 18% of young consumers have already fallen behind on their repayments.

- BNPL default risk may also spill over to the broader financial system through securitization. As a capital-raising strategy, BNPL providers package outstanding BNPL debt and sell it to investors as securitized assets. In a weak economic cycle, the ability of consumers to repay their loans may be impacted, potentially leading to large delinquencies. Similar to the mortgage-backed security crisis in 2008, if the scale of BNPL securities grows significantly, large-scale defaults may have a spiralling effect on the financial system. Research by S&P has indicated that the volume of securitized BNPL assets is on the rise in Europe, with Fitch sounding the alarm on the credit risks associated with this product.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

**Potential systemic risk scenario** *(if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)*

If the volume of BNPL debt were to grow to significant levels and a large percentage were securitized as subprime borrower debt, a protracted economic recession event may impact consumers’ ability to repay their loans synchronously, resulting in large delinquencies with the following second-order impacts:

- **Bank credit delinquencies**
  Bank loans given to customers who have accumulated BNPL debts may experience large delinquencies as their ability to repay existing debts diminishes. Banks could also tighten the requirements and willingness to lend credit to customers.

- **Investor losses**
  Firms that have invested in BNPL-backed assets may absorb large losses when securitized assets decline in value.

- **Decline of consumers’ well-being**
  Consumers that have accumulated large and unsustainable levels of debt may struggle and experience financial distress.

**Forces that can amplify and accelerate the sector-specific risk**

- **Entrance of Big Techs into BNPL credit space**
  The new BNPL products that Big Tech players are embedding within their existing product ecosystems (e.g. Apple Pay Later, Amazon Pay Later) are rapidly widening the userbase that is exposed to short-term instalment credit.

- **Jurisdictions with regulatory guidelines not covering BNPL loans**
  The absence of regulatory guidelines in jurisdictions where BNPL finance is offered has created opportunities for arbitrage (exploiting regulatory loopholes across jurisdictions), resulting in lending practices that may be detrimental to consumers’ financial well-being.

- **Low financial literacy rates**
  Consumers in jurisdictions with lower financial literacy rates and inadequate access to money management resources are more susceptible to impulse buying and likely to overborrow. **[79]**
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation opportunities to address the risks from short-term instalment credit products like buy-now-pay-later must protect customers from overborrowing, improve transparency on customers’ ability to pay and inform investors on the quality of securitized debt.

**Target mitigation outcomes**

- Customer protection from overborrowing
- Transparency on customers’ ability to pay
- Transparency on quality of securitized debt to protect investors

**Mitigation opportunity landscape**

- Design safeguards to protect against overborrowing and misleading advertising.
- Develop a code of conduct for BNPL providers to support appropriate loan labelling.
- Enhance data sharing between BNPL providers.
- Include BNPL data in credit bureau reporting.
- Use open banking platforms to enhance affordability checks on customers.
- Design a rating framework to evaluate and rate securitized BNPL debt portfolios.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provide thorough analysis of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
# Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

While current mitigation efforts are focused on minimizing debt accumulation levels, unrealized opportunities remain to protect investors from securitized BNPL investments and enhance transparency for credit providers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Design safeguards to protect against overborrowing and misleading advertising</strong></th>
<th><strong>Enhance data sharing between BNPL providers</strong></th>
<th><strong>Develop a code of conduct for BNPL providers</strong></th>
<th><strong>Include BNPL data into credit bureau reporting</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory authorities across Europe and Oceania are designing safeguards (affordability checks, borrowing limits, fair promotional practices etc.) to protect consumers from overborrowing. Jurisdictions across Asia are also exploring rules prohibiting consumers with unsettled balances from further borrowing (e.g. Singapore). The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) will now sanction firms breaching financial promotion rules.</td>
<td>Regulatory authorities like the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) are beginning to encourage BNPL providers to exchange data of consumers, including those with past-due obligations, to check against loan stacking and enhance affordability checks. BNPL providers are also using accessible alternative data to adjudicate credit applicants more thoroughly.</td>
<td>In Australia, BNPL providers are self-organizing to standardize lending practices and ensure minimum operating standards are adopted. The Australian Finance Industry Association (AFIA) published a set of commitments in March 2021 that members are required to comply with to protect consumer interests and ensure transparency.</td>
<td>To enhance affordability checks, some BNPL providers like Zilch and PayPal are running soft credit checks before loans are approved. Credit bureaus like Equifax, Transunion and Experian have also launched the inclusion of BNPL payment information as part of their credit reporting data requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts**

- Development of regulatory frameworks for BNPL products should include input from BNPL providers and other market participants to ensure buy-in and balancing of consumer and product owner interests.
- To protect consumers' interests, data privacy should be prioritized so that data is shared between BNPL providers safely and securely. Due diligence on alternative data sources should also be done to ensure synthetic data from generative AI applications is not used to pass creditworthiness assessments.
- Codes of conduct that are developed regionally should be assessed and compared with other regional associations to acknowledge any gaps or contradictions that may encourage arbitrage.
- Credit bureau reporting models should consider increasing the frequency of BNPL reporting given the short-term instalment nature of BNPL loans.
Aggregating data from banks and other players within the open banking ecosystem can provide BNPL providers access to a comprehensive view of the customer’s spending habits, which can subsequently feed into their lending decisions. Consumers already overextended with other lenders and at risk of overborrowing can be identified and precluded from new credits until outstanding balances are settled.

**How it could work**

Using APIs, BNPL providers could connect with already existing open banking ecosystems to gain secure access to customer data held by other banks. Consumers who consent to their data being accessed and used in the underwriting process may be rewarded with rebates on service costs such as late fees and interest charges.

**Opportunity overview**

- Zilch, a BNPL provider headquartered in London, uses open banking in addition to soft credit checks to connect with consumers’ bank accounts to get a real-time view of consumers’ spending habits and to gauge affordability before approving BNPL loans.

**Conditions necessary for success**

- Admission of BNPL entities into the open banking ecosystem.
- Strong data privacy and security requirements for BNPL providers.
Although rating agencies have not yet commenced rating BNPL credits, some are signalling interest in this space. S&P Global, for instance, has indicated that in addition to evaluating BNPL credits on a case-by-case basis, they would likely examine the extent to which BNPL providers rely on third-party services such as a trust account or back-up servicer (a firm that manages portfolio of assets or receivables when the primary servicer is unable to perform).
Security vulnerabilities of decentralized CBDC architecture

Due to their complexity and the involvement of multiple entities, CBDCs running on decentralized ledger technology widen the attack surface for malicious actors.

Background

Central bank digital currency (CBDC) is a digital representation of fiat currencies issued and backed by a central bank authority. Central banks are exploring the use of CBDCs for wholesale (e.g. interbank settlement) and retail (e.g. cross-border payments) applications to improve payment efficiency, expand access to the financial system, and facilitate the execution of monetary policy.88 There is a growing interest in CBDCs, with several central banks in different stages of exploration. As of January 2023, 119 countries are exploring CBDCs, with 11 countries at launch stage.89

Several design variants are being considered for CBDC implementation, including centralized, permissioned distributed ledger technology (DLT) and hybrid models. In a centralized model, a central authority, typically the central bank, maintains and controls a centralized ledger that records the transactions. In the DLT model, cryptographic methods are used to record data across a network with the participation of multiple entities (such as banks). The hybrid model combines elements of both the centralized and DLT models.

Several central banks are considering DLT for CBDC deployment as it offers cryptographic security, transparency, decentralization and lower intermediation cost.90 The number of central banks that have conducted CBDC pilots using DLT network is growing, including the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), the Bank of Thailand and the Bank of Japan (BOJ). While the security profile of the centralized model is known and comparable to existing payment systems, stakeholders should pay attention to the new risks that the DLT model might introduce due to its relative novelty and the evolving understanding of its security profile when deployed in large, global use cases.

Emerging risks

- **Expanded attack surface**: The involvement of multiple parties within the CBDC network introduces additional endpoints that could be vulnerable to attacks. Even though the number of participants in a permissioned DLT network is restricted, a malicious actor could target participating institutions within the CBDC network to gain unauthorized access to the CBDC system by stealing or forging their credentials.91

- **Security risks from flaws in programming**: Programming flaws in the DLT network or the underlying smart contracts that support the programmability features of CBDCs might be exploited by malicious actors to perform unauthorized transactions or steal user data.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

Potential systemic risk scenario (if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)

A foreign nation-state launches a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) cyberattack on the CBDC payment network of another country by targeting a security vulnerability of one of the participating institutions, causing outages of critical services. As a result, the payment system of the country is disrupted, making it difficult for individuals and businesses to conduct transactions and causing the following second-order impacts:

Disruption of global trade
Prolonged outage of the CBDC network may impede the settlement of payments for international trade transactions, making it difficult for businesses to meet their obligations.

Loss of confidence
The confidence of users in the safety and reliability of the CBDC system might be diminished leading to a decline in its usage and a shift towards privately issued digital currencies for international trade settlement.

Financial losses
Individual users might suffer financial losses while participating financial institutions might be liable to cover customer losses. Additionally, the reputation of the central bank and other participating banks could be negatively impacted.

Forces that can amplify and accelerate the risk

Complexity of the DLT architecture
The more complex the architecture design of the CBDC network, the harder it is to trace and resolve issues. For example, if the CBDC network uses multiple types of smart contracts with different programming languages, it may be difficult for developers to identify and fix vulnerabilities in a timely manner.

Interoperability with other networks
As the CBDC network becomes more interoperable with other networks (such as payment rails or the CBDC of another country), the more vulnerable it is to attacks from those networks. For example, if a CBDC network is connected to a less secure network, attackers can exploit the flaws to compromise the CBDC network.

Large number of participating institutions
As more institutions are connected to the CBDC network, the level of cyber vulnerabilities rises due to the increased number of entry points that might be exploited by malicious actors, necessitating the need for robust security protocols.
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Central banks exploring the implementation of CBDCs using DLT as the underlying technology should prioritize protecting the security and privacy of end users and their data, implementing strong access controls and network security measures and collaborating with other countries to ensure that security protocols are standardized globally.

**Target mitigation outcomes**

- User protection and data privacy
- Strong access control and network security
- Cross-border security standardization

**Mitigation opportunity landscape**

- Strengthen end-user digital wallet protection.
- Establish a tiered ledger system for the CBDC database.
- Design quantum-resistant algorithms for futureproofing CBDC systems.
- Manage the risks of DLT through blockchain sharding.
- Standardize CBDC security protocols.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provide thorough analysis of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

Efforts are being made to enhance the security of CBDC systems through digital wallet protection, a multi-layered defence strategy, the use of algorithms resistant to quantum computing and the implementation of standardized security protocols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengthen End-user digital wallet protection</th>
<th>Establish a tiered ledger system for CBDC database</th>
<th>Design quantum-resistant algorithms for futureproofing CBDC systems</th>
<th>Standardize CBDC security protocols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To protect customer funds and data, some CBDC issuers use biometric multi-factor authentication (MFA) to verify users. Several CBDC pilots, such as those in the Bahamas (Sand Dollar), Sweden (e-krona) and China (digital Yuan), have included a form of MFA in their CBDC design. Additionally, there is growing interest in using tamper-resistant hardware devices with offline capabilities for CBDC wallets to ensure secure and uninterrupted access during power and network outages.</td>
<td>Some stakeholders are exploring a tiered CBDC ledger system, which restricts user access within the network based on the authorization level. For example, only the central bank and a select group of banks may be authorized for CBDC issuance and redemption on the top tier. Other financial institutions using CBDCs for transactions may be part of the second tier with more restricted access and capabilities. The general public, who may use CBDCs, could make up the third tier.</td>
<td>Quantum computers, which have the potential to break common cryptographic algorithms, can be used to decrypt certain CBDC systems. To futureproof CBDC systems from these attacks, quantum-resistant algorithms are being included in the design of CBDC systems. NIST has selected a set of quantum resistant algorithms to become part of its post-quantum cryptographic standard.</td>
<td>The fragmented nature of CBDC implementation has created challenges in creating a unified global security design standard. Although some CBDC systems can use existing standards, such as FIPS-140 and Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard, they are not exhaustive of all CBDC system architectures. As DLT and CBDCs evolve, it will be crucial to mobilize an international platform to set common security standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts**

- **Consumer education on securely using digital wallets should be prioritized before mass deployment.** Given the novelty of the technology, consumers should be well informed about common security risks, such as phishing scams and malware attacks, that might be targeted at them.

- **Stringent risk management processes should be applied to participating financial institutions, central bank authorities or developers with administrative privileges to ensure the security and integrity of the CBDC system.** This should be backed up by regular audits.

- **Quantum-resistant algorithms should be thoroughly reviewed and vetted by members of the international cryptographic community, such as the NIST, The International Association for Cryptologic Research (IACR) or the European Association for Cryptologic Research (EACR).**

- **The interoperability of CBDC systems with other digital currency systems (e.g. RippleNet) and traditional payment systems (e.g. SWIFT, Target2, Fedwire) across regions should be a primary consideration to ensure uniformity of security standards.**
Manage the risks of DLT through blockchain sharding

Opportunity overview

The participation of multiple institutions in a DLT CBDC system expands the attack surface, which might make the network more susceptible to cyberattacks. To address this issue, blockchain sharding could be used to improve the security of the blockchain and enhance its scalability. Sharding is a technique that allows for a blockchain network to be divided into smaller sub-networks (known as shards), with each shard responsible for maintaining a portion of the overall ledger.

Access to certain shards is granted to participating financial institutions (nodes) without providing access to the whole network. Distributing the network across multiple shards will minimize a single-point risk failure and make it more difficult for hackers to penetrate the entire system by targeting a particular location in the network. It will also enhance anonymity by enabling the disclosure of customer transactions to specific network participants on a need-to-know basis rather than the entire network.

How it could work

A CBDC blockchain is split into partitions (shards) of various transaction components with each participating entity (central bank, banks, validators, end users) only given access to relevant ledgers.

Conditions necessary for success

- Transparent governance system in place for each shard to manage decision-making and issue resolutions.
- Strong authentication mechanism to forestall hijacking of the shards by hackers or bad actors within the network.

Relevant case studies

The Ethereum 2.0 upgrade plans to use sharding – partitioning the system into many sub-networks, or shards – to enhance the network’s scalability and security. Each shard will maintain a portion of the distributed ledger, allowing for parallel processing and scalability enhancements. The beacon chain, which was introduced in 2020, will support the maintenance of the shards to be launched in 2024.

Zilliqa is a blockchain platform that uses sharding to solve problems with scaling and processing transactions. Sharding is used in the Zilliqa blockchain ecosystem as a scaling solution to improve speed and performance.
Banking
Risk exposure from BaaS offerings

While BaaS introduces innovation to the banking sector, the increasing reliance on API-enabled interconnectivity introduces vulnerabilities that can pose risks to banks.

Background

BaaS enables non-banking entities (e.g. fintechs, neobanks) to provide some traditional banking services by connecting to the infrastructure of regulated banking institutions using APIs. They do so without becoming fully regulated and licensed financial institutions themselves. BaaS providers can be either traditional banks or fintech companies. For example, the Uber Pro card, branded as an Uber product to customers, is powered by Branch and issued by Evolve Bank & Trust. Similarly, Goldman Sachs has partnered with Stripe to allow businesses to seamlessly integrate financial services on their platforms. Other financial institutions such as Wells Fargo, Starling bank and BBVA also have in-house BaaS platforms that enable businesses to offer financial products and services to their customers directly through their platforms. "As-a-service" business models have matured, enabling financial innovations that are now disaggregating several aspects of the banking value chain controlled mainly by traditional banks. It is projected that BaaS providers will reach $11 billion in revenue over the next five years.

The BaaS ecosystem involves multiple partners, which can limit the oversight capability of banks on the management of customer data and the security protocols of their partners, potentially exposing the banks to compliance and operational risks.

Emerging risks

- **Data breach vulnerabilities**: Fintech players in the BaaS network handling customer data may have inadequate security measures compared to traditional financial institutions with strict data and privacy regulations, increasing the risk of data and privacy breaches for sensitive customer information.

- **Concentration risk of few BaaS providers**: Banks relying on few BaaS providers face the risk of contagion in case of a hack or prolonged outage affecting BaaS platforms used by multiple financial institutions.

- **Security risks from API connections**: Insecure API connections between banks and BaaS platforms may expose banks to security and data breaches as malicious actors attempt to access sensitive customer information or other critical infrastructure.
### Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

#### Potential systemic risk scenario (if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)

A malicious actor exploits an API vulnerability of a BaaS provider by launching a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack. The attack overwhelms the system, making it unavailable for customers to access their accounts or perform transactions, resulting in the following second-order impacts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational disruptions and financial losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The affected bank may experience service disruptions requiring them to compensate customers. Additional costs might also be incurred to investigate and remediate the damage caused by the attack.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market instability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investors may lose confidence in the bank’s security, causing its stock to decline. This could potentially trigger other stock sell-offs as investors become concerned about the overall security of the financial system if multiple banks are simultaneously affected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurance premium cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The bank will face a hike in cyber insurance premiums if it is found to have been negligent in protecting customer data, in addition to probable fines from regulatory authorities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Forces that can amplify and accelerate the risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity of the BaaS stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An attack on a bank’s systems through an API might be more difficult to detect and react to in a timely manner if the bank has a complex BaaS stack involving several interconnected components and parties, which can make it more challenging to identify the exact source of the attack.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limited redundancy measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without adequate redundancy measures (such as failover systems) in place, an API attack might significantly impact a bank's systems, especially if the bank heavily relies on the affected APIs to enable critical services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lack of input validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without input validation, attackers may inject malicious code into a bank's systems through its APIs, which can be used to steal sensitive customer data or access critical backend systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation outcomes should focus on cybersecurity, third-party due diligence and capacity building for BaaS providers with whom banks have partnered.

**Target mitigation outcomes**

- Strong security for BaaS platforms and API connectivity
- Properly vetted BaaS partners
- Institutional knowledge transfer from banks to BaaS partners

**Mitigation opportunity landscape**

- Implement input validation mechanisms.
- Apply network segmentation and access control measures.
- Implement AI penetration testing and simulation systems.
- Perform enhanced due diligence on BaaS providers.
- Offer capacity building for partner BaaS providers.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provides in-depth analyses of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
**Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption**

Ongoing mitigation efforts to tackle risks from BaaS include input validation mechanisms, network segmentation and access controls, enhanced due diligence and capacity building from established banks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implement input validation mechanisms</th>
<th>Apply network segmentation and access control measures</th>
<th>Perform enhanced due diligence on BaaS providers</th>
<th>Offer capacity building for partner BaaS providers and other ecosystem players</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input validation protocols ensure that the data received by APIs meet the required format and established rules to mitigate against security vulnerabilities such as cross-site scripting and Structured Query Language (SQL) injection attacks. Several input validation frameworks have been developed, such as Bean Validation, which is used to validate input data in Java-based applications and OWASP Validation Regex Repository, used to validate input data such as phone numbers, credit card numbers and addresses.</td>
<td>Network segmentation is part of a layered security plan to protect BaaS platforms and API connectivity. Separating important systems and data makes it more difficult for an attacker to move laterally across the network. Security solutions such as firewalls, access control and zero-trust networks are being used by banks to reinforce network security.</td>
<td>To mitigate the risks introduced by BaaS partnerships, banks are enhancing due diligence procedures when evaluating the operational and security practices of BaaS providers. This includes ensuring compliance with regulations and industry standards and evaluating security measures and incident response plans in place. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency in the US has developed guidance for community banks on conducting due diligence on external parties, including assessment of internal control environments.</td>
<td>Banks are supporting BaaS providers and other fintechs within the ecosystem they have partnered with through training and provisioning tools on risk management and compliance. Due to their size, some newer players in the BaaS space may not have the capabilities to meet certain rules and industry standards. For example, BBVA, a BaaS platform provider, offers several features (e.g. KYC) to ensure that parties using their platform adhere to laws and regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts**

- Independent security audits should be conducted periodically to verify that appropriate security measures are in place for third-party access to the BaaS network.
- Security training should be provided to employees to minimize successful phishing attacks. Simulated phishing attacks should be conducted to identify weaknesses and assess the effectiveness of training programmes.
- Banks that depend on BaaS providers for mission-critical services should have a plan in place to transition away from BaaS providers if they fail to satisfy their compliance responsibilities or go out of business.
- Banks should conduct periodic audits to ensure that partner fintechs and other players within the BaaS ecosystem are complying with regulatory requirements and industry standards.
Implement AI penetration testing and simulation systems

Opportunity overview

AI-enabled penetration testing and simulation may be used to secure APIs and protect sensitive financial data and transactions within the BaaS stack. Algorithms for AI-enabled penetration testing have the capability to simulate and test various attack scenarios, such as those involving a hacker attempting to get into a system or malware infecting a network. The goal is to identify and remedy system vulnerabilities before they can be exploited by malicious actors, such as authentication and authorization system flaws and SQL injection issues. The AI-powered penetration testing system can monitor API updates and modify its testing processes, resulting in more dynamic and extensive security testing. Some of the benefits include automating monotonous testing processes, managing an enormous amount of data, multiple systems testing and responding to emerging threats in real-time. Penetration testing is a cybersecurity process requirement in some jurisdictions. For example, the New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) requires all financial services organizations in the state to have a full cybersecurity program that includes regular penetration testing.

How it could work

Relevant case studies

Deep Instinct is a cybersecurity firm that uses artificial intelligence to combat cyberattacks. Their AI-powered platform performs penetration testing, can identify malware and offers real-time cyberthreat prevention. The Deep Instinct platform can also perform automated threat hunting and incident response, ensuring complete network and data protection. The endpoint security capabilities can be deployed to secure API connectivity within the BaaS network.

Conditions necessary for success

High-quality and diverse data are needed for AI penetration testing systems to continuously learn and adapt.

An audit of AI periodically is critical to ensure that the algorithms perform as designed.
Inadequate stability mechanisms for stablecoin arrangements

Lack of adequate stability mechanisms in stablecoin arrangements can heighten the probability of a run, which may impact both consumers and the broader financial system.

Background

Stablecoins are digital assets whose value is tied to another asset, such as fiat currencies or commodities (e.g. gold). They are designed to mimic fiat currencies but without the backing of a central bank. Stablecoins generally run on distributed ledger technologies and are used in several ways, including as a store and transfer of value, collateral for crypto derivatives and facilitating payments.115 Three main forms of stablecoins exist today – public reserve backed by fiat or cash equivalent (e.g. Tether, USD Coin); public algorithmic, which are uncollateralized and uses smart contracts to maintain the value of the token (e.g. Frax, Ampleforth); and private stablecoins, which are issued on permissioned blockchains by private institutions (e.g. JPM coin).116

Stablecoins have grown significantly, with the market capitalization increasing from just over $2 billion in early 2018 to $164 billion in March 2022.117 Although it has decreased to $137 billion as of February 2023,118 renewed adoption by individuals and institutions is probable, potentially deepening its linkages with the broader financial system and introducing contagion risks.

Emerging risks

- The failure of a significant stablecoin issuer could shock the short-term liquidity funding market, as issuers who are large holders of short-term debt instruments may scramble to sell off reserve assets to meet redemption requests.119 Tether and Circle alone hold about 2% of the US treasury bills.120
- Investment in risky assets by stablecoin issuers could result in a mismatch of customer liabilities and liquid assets, which may precipitate a loss of consumer confidence if the information were to become public, potentially resulting in a run. Although holdings in risky assets provide revenue opportunities, they increase the fragility of stablecoin arrangements.
- The absence of a strong stability back-stop mechanism such as deposit insurance exposes consumers to irreparable losses if a stablecoin issuer becomes bankrupt. Compared to demand deposits, consumers have little recourse to recover their funds. The collapse of the TerraUSD algorithmic stablecoin in May 2022 resulted in more than $60 billion in losses to consumers and investors.121
- Inadequate anti-money laundering procedures may undermine the financial system’s integrity as illicit funds could be converted into stablecoins and moved across borders, bypassing traditional financial system controls.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

Potential systemic risk scenario (if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)

In the event that a significant stablecoin issuer is unable to promptly honour large customer withdrawal requests due to insufficient, or the mismanagement of, reserve assets, consumers’ trust in the solvency of the stablecoin issuer could quickly diminish with the resulting panic spread on social media, spiralling into a run and eventual collapse of the stablecoin arrangement.

Disruption of short-term funding market
To meet sudden large redemption requests, stablecoin issuers may scramble to liquidate reserve assets in the money market through fire sales which could disrupt the market’s liquidity flow.\(^1\)

Consumer and investor losses
Consumers may be unable to redeem the face value of their token if the stablecoin issuer becomes insolvent. Additionally, institutional investors that have provided capital for stablecoin issuers may be forced to mark down their investments or write them off entirely.

Payment system disruption
Payment processors using stablecoins may face settlement risk if a major stablecoin collapses. The UK, for instance, is exploring the recognition of stablecoins as a form of payment\(^2\) that could boost the usage of stablecoins by individuals and households.

Forces that can amplify and accelerate the risk

Weak regulatory environment
Jurisdictions with weak regulatory standards are more susceptible to stablecoin runs and have limited capability to respond in the event of a stablecoin collapse.

Stringent capital controls
Individuals in jurisdictions with stringent capital controls or weak currencies are likely to park their assets in global stablecoins that are pegged to stable currencies such as the US dollar.

Technology and operational gaps
Unsecure systems and poorly managed internal processes could increase the risk of security breaches which could compromise the integrity of the stablecoin arrangement.
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation efforts to address stablecoin risks must prioritize the safety of consumers and investors, standardization of rules and transparency of capital reserves.

**Target mitigation outcomes**

- **Standardization and oversight of stablecoin arrangements**
- **Investor and consumer protection**
- **Transparency of capital reserves**

**Mitigation opportunity landscape**

- Establish crypto anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing (AML/CFT) standards.
- Enable embedded supervision of stablecoin arrangements.
- Offer insurance coverage for stablecoins.
- Ensure transparency and audit of reserve assets.
- Enforce responsible marketing rules and consumer education.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provides in-depth analyses of emerging mitigation opportunity for consideration.
Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

Ongoing initiatives are geared towards increasing trust by strengthening stablecoin arrangements through transparency, governance and consumer education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offer insurance coverage for stablecoins</th>
<th>Ensure transparency and audit of reserve assets</th>
<th>Enforce responsible marketing rules and consumer education</th>
<th>Establish crypto AML/CFT standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insurance coverage for stablecoin tokens is being considered to protect consumers should a stablecoin issuer become bankrupt. For instance, the United States Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) is exploring the feasibility of offering insurance coverage for banks holding custody of reserve assets to protect consumers if a stablecoin issuer becomes insolvent.¹²⁴</td>
<td>Some regulatory authorities now require stablecoin issuers to conduct periodic audits and stress testing of their reserve assets. The NYDFS has mandated stablecoin issuers operating in New York to carry out a monthly independent audit of capital reserves to ascertain the sufficiency and quality of their reserve assets.¹²⁵</td>
<td>Regulators in some jurisdictions, like the Monetary Authority of Singapore, are discouraging the advertising of crypto assets to the general public.¹²⁶ Also, Thailand now requires crypto ads to have investment risk warnings.¹²⁷ Similarly, to increase consumer awareness, the US Department of Treasury has rolled out campaigns on crypto risks.¹²⁸</td>
<td>To battle financial crime and strengthen market integrity, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has rolled out a set of standards that jurisdictions and Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs) are encouraged to implement. The recommendation requires that proper controls be put in place to cover customer due diligence, reporting of suspicious transactions and international collaboration.¹²⁹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts

- **At the onset**, stablecoin insurance may need to be covered by government-backed insurance institutions rather than private insurance firms due to the evolving nature of the risks surrounding stablecoins.
- **In addition to a periodic audit of reserve assets**, stablecoin issuers could explore the option of publishing, in real-time, the balance of collateral held by custodians to further strengthen transparency.
- **Stablecoin issuers who have not done so** can develop training materials tailored to different consumer categories, ensuring that customers have access to learning resources that clearly outline the associated risks of cryptocurrencies.
- **Like banks**, stablecoin issuers should have strong AML and KYC procedures and systems to ensure that their stablecoins are not used to facilitate illicit transactions.
Embedded supervision of stablecoin arrangements

Opportunity overview

Due to the immediate settlement nature of stablecoin transactions and the absence of intermediaries, real-time monitoring of transactions on the underlying blockchain is critical to safeguarding consumers and protecting the financial system’s integrity. To achieve this, regulators could explore embedded supervision to automate compliance monitoring, verification of reserve assets, monitoring of transaction flows and investigation of suspicious transactions on the ledger.\textsuperscript{130} In addition to the increased oversight capacity of regulators that will be achieved through embedded supervision, stablecoin issuers will be able to meet compliance requirements at a significantly reduced cost.

How it could work

Instead of relying on historical reporting from stablecoin issuers, supervisory authorities could be plugged into the relevant aspect of the stablecoin blockchain with real-time access to conduct on-demand oversight functions.\textsuperscript{131}

- **Transaction ledgers**: Stablecoin issuers maintain records of stablecoin trades and activities on the blockchain in accordance with established standards and rules.
- **Consolidated ledgers**: Ledgers are cryptographically aggregated, with supervisory authorities given access to relevant aspects of the blockchain without revealing specific customer trades to maintain privacy and confidentiality.
- **Supervisory authorities**: AI-powered automation tools are used by supervisory authorities to monitor activities on the blockchain in real time and identify any compliance violations. This will ensure that regulatory standards are being followed and allow for timely intervention if necessary.

Conditions necessary for success

- Robust collaboration and cooperation between stablecoin issuers, regulators and other sector players will be pivotal to ensure that the necessary information and resources are available to support effective supervision.
- Implementing embedded supervision will require a clear and comprehensive regulatory framework that lays out clear guidelines and outlines the expectations of different parties, as well as the necessary legal and regulatory powers for enforcement.

Relevant case studies

The European Union, under the Directorate-General for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets Union (FISMA), is exploring a proof of concept to evaluate and test technological solutions for embedded supervision of decentralized finance (DeFi) activity on the Ethereum blockchain. The pilot will focus on exploring automated data gathering directly from the blockchain for supervisory monitoring of real-time DeFi activities. The outcome of the pilot will be used to inform future DeFi-related policy decisions and the use of technology for supervision.\textsuperscript{132}
Insurance
Vulnerabilities in parametric insurance smart contracts

Given that smart contracts are designed to execute automatically, any programming flaws or security vulnerabilities could result in substantial losses.

Background

Smart contracts are self-executing agreements configured on a distributed ledger system that allows multiple parties to reach an accurate, timely and consensus-verifiable shared result. Interest is growing in applying smart contracts within the insurance sector, especially for automating parametric insurance. Unlike typical indemnity policies that compensate policyholders based on the number of losses, parametric insurance pays a fixed amount based on the severity of the insured event, making smart contracts a feasible and low-cost option for insurers. For example, under one type of parametric crop insurance, payouts are made to farmers if the volume of rainfall falls below a predetermined level.

Many insurers are investing in smart contracts since it is expected to save them over $21 billion in yearly operational costs. Allianz and Nephila Capital successfully piloted the execution of natural catastrophe bond transactions using blockchain smart contracts. Additionally, Axa, a global insurance company, launched parametric insurance in 2017 for delayed flights, using the Ethereum blockchain to compensate travellers for delays using global air traffic databases. Similarly, Arbol uses smart contract technology to provide weather insurance, globally leveraging open-source, decentralized climate data (dClimate).

As the adoption of smart contracts accelerates, insurers must fully grasp the risk that smart contracts may introduce into their operations as the risks associated with the technology continues to evolve.

Emerging risks

- **Data integrity:** As smart contract execution is contingent on off-chain data (such as the quantity of rainfall) from third parties, the security of the connection to external systems and integrity of the data used to trigger payouts are critical, as any breach will result in undesirable outcomes. For example, the data pulled from IoT sensors used for measuring the volume of rainfall may be maliciously manipulated to feed the wrong data to the smart contract.

- **Blockchain platform vulnerabilities:** Blockchain platforms (such as Ethereum, Quorum, Corda, etc.) are vulnerable to defects or bugs, which can negatively impact the integrity and performance of smart contracts hosted on their networks. These vulnerabilities could stem from weak protocols, coding errors or malicious acts, such as the injection of "backdoors", which could be later exploited. In 2017, hackers stole $30 million worth of Ethereum by exploiting a security flaw in a smart contract run by Parity Technologies.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

Potential systemic risk scenario *(if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)*

In the event that the volume of parametric insurance policies programmed on smart contracts was to grow to significant levels, manipulation of external data provided by a third party and used by multiple insurers could lead to fraudulent claims, resulting in financial losses to insurers with the following second-order impacts:

**Financial loss and market volatility**
Insurance companies may experience significant losses from wrongful payouts, affecting financial stability. Market liquidity could be distorted as insurers scramble to sell their asset reserves to pay for claims.

**Loss of customer trust**
A breach in an insurance smart contract could lead to a loss of trust in the insurer, as policyholders may question the security of the insurer’s systems. This could lead to policyholders cancelling or not renewing their policies, possibly impacting the insurer’s business and threatening its stability.

**Reputational damage**
An insurance smart contract hack could harm the insurer’s reputation and brand. This could lead to a decline in business and potentially long-term financial consequences for the insurer.

**Forces that can amplify and accelerate the risk**

**Ambiguity of legal and regulatory environment**
Disputes and legal challenges may be more likely to arise in jurisdictions where the legal and regulatory standards governing digital contracts are unclear. This could lead to a lack of trust and create uncertainty about when and how digital contracts are enforced.

**Underdeveloped technological infrastructure**
Smart contract implementation may be more challenging in regions or institutions with less developed technological infrastructures. Furthermore, areas with high exposure to cyberthreats will be more susceptible to attacks from hackers and other bad actors.

**Limited technological expertise**
Inadequate knowledge of, or experience with, smart contracts can make it harder to spot and address potential threats. Inadequate security measures or improper implementation of the contracts, for example, can leave the system vulnerable to attacks from malicious actors.
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

To effectively address the risks associated with smart contracts, the focus should be on enhancing cyber resilience, implementing strong governance practices, and ensuring adequate regulatory and legal coverage.

Target mitigation outcomes

- Cyber and operational resilience
- Robust governance
- Regulatory and legal coverage

Mitigation opportunity landscape

- Conduct an audit of smart contract code.
- Adopt best practices and use safe programming languages.
- Implement zero-trust security architecture.
- Reinforce an issuing party’s governance mechanisms when deploying smart contracts.
- Include smart contracts in regulatory and legal frameworks.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provides in-depth analyses of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

Risk mitigation measures should cover governance, legal and regulatory frameworks, programming best practices and auditing of smart contract source codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reinforce an issuing party’s governance mechanisms when deploying smart contracts</th>
<th>Include smart contracts in existing regulatory and legal frameworks</th>
<th>Adopt best practices and use safe programming languages</th>
<th>Conduct audits of smart contract source codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Due to the immutability of smart contracts, governance mechanisms are crucial to establishing procedures for making contract changes. The governance process should be well documented and include a voting system to authorize contracts and provide greater transparency to communities when protocol security processes change.</td>
<td>Existing legal frameworks may not be well-suited to adjudicate smart contracts since the present financial system is based on intermediaries, unlike blockchains, which are self-executing. To safeguard users and ensure speedy resolution of disputes, current legal frameworks must be updated to accommodate smart contracts. In May 2018, the state of Vermont passed a law recognizing smart contracts in state courts.</td>
<td>The use of established design patterns, adherence to security best practices, and programming code simplicity are measures that developers should consider in designing smart contracts. In addition, certain programming languages are regarded as more secure because they are less prone to specific vulnerabilities. Rust and Vyper, for instance, are widely used due to their strong security.</td>
<td>The source code of the smart contract must be audited both before and after deployment to ensure that the smart contract is operating as intended and is free of security flaws. Smart contracts may be audited in various ways: a basic code review that examines each line of code in detail, a security audit that identifies security flaws or a functional audit that confirms the contract is operating as intended. Several fintechs, such as Hacken and Solidproof, already provide smart contract audit services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts**

- Insurance companies should factor in approaches to managing risks from the underlying blockchain platform as part of governance procedures, including strategies to respond to data breaches.
- International cooperation is crucial to the harmonization of laws that regulate smart contracts. This will be necessary to speed up the resolution of disputes from smart contracts executed across borders.
- For insurance companies seeking to integrate smart contract systems with other internal applications, it will be important to ensure that the code is compatible and safe to prevent threats to the rest of the enterprise.
- Companies using smart contracts should conduct thorough independent penetration testing in addition to code audits to ensure that programming flaws and bugs are detected and fixed before deployment.
Implement zero-trust security architecture

Opportunity overview

The integrity of external data and the security of the underlying blockchain are critical for smart contract execution. Access to the underlying code poses security concerns that, if not addressed, can be exploited by malicious parties. As smart contracts for parametric insurance involve several parties – insurance companies (administrators), policyholders (who need access to the smart contract), and third parties (who provide external data) – the attack surface is expansive. Instead of relying on a perimeter-based architecture, which trusts assets within the perimeter, insurance companies should consider a zero-trust architecture (ZTA) approach to effectively manage access to systems, networks and data while maintaining control.

How it could work

All users (administrators, policyholders, and third-party providers) must pass through the same security layer to access the smart contract network. Each user or device will be assigned unique permission within the network, with administrators given full access. Users or endpoint devices will be authenticated for each session on the network and approved by all nodes present in the blockchain. Data consumed by the smart contract will be encrypted end-to-end with need-to-know access.

Consuming entities

Off-chain data providers

Policy enforcement

Behavior analysis

Threat intelligence

Continuous monitoring

Policy engine

Establishing trust

Establishing trust

Validation

Decision

Relevant case studies

To ensure the safety of its cloud-based video streaming service, Netflix has implemented a security strategy based on zero-trust architecture. The approach protects against potential cyberattacks by including preventative measures such as network segmentation and constant monitoring.142

Conditions necessary for success

Regular security assessments and audits can help identify vulnerabilities and potential weaknesses in the zero-trust architecture and allow organizations to take steps to address them.

Administrator rights and privileges should be closely monitored as they are vital to preserving the integrity of the smart contract. Malicious updates or changes could have adverse effects.
Growing protection gap for catastrophic cyberattacks

Financial institutions' ability to recover from large-scale cyberattacks may diminish as insurers limit their exposure.

Background

The rise in frequency and impact of cyberattacks on financial institutions (ransomware, data breaches and service disruptions) has spiked institutional demand for cyber insurance and created a highly dynamic threat landscape for cyber insurance providers.

A significant share of cybercrimes is now considered state-sponsored and driven by hacktivist campaigns with political motivations, as the coordination between military warfare strategies and cybercrimes increases. A survey including over 500 cybersecurity decision-makers working in critical national infrastructure has found that over 70% reported increased attacks since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

The growing probability of attacks and magnitude of financial loss have led to higher costs to insure against cyberthreats (up to 200% for insurers since the beginning of the Russia-Ukraine war). In response, insurers are questioning the viability of offering cyber insurance products. Insurer group Lloyd’s of London, which provides approximately 20% of the global cyber market, plans to exclude catastrophic state-backed attacks from cyber insurance policies starting in March 2023, and attacks that occur during wars, whether declared or not. The scale of state-backed financial resources that can fuel future cyberattacks will increase the probability of cyber catastrophes that no single reinsurer has the capital reserves to absorb.

Emerging risks

- **Supply and demand imbalance**: The rise in state-backed cyber warfare and the difficulty in tracing cyberattacks to state-backed sources is leading to insurer reluctance to provide cyber insurance products in general. The imbalance between the supply and demand for cyber insurance has created a protection gap that may leave financial institutions and systemically significant entities within the financial services ecosystem (e.g. critical third-party providers) vulnerable in a state-backed cyberattack.

- **Data limitations**: The limitations in forward-looking data that is currently available to predict the likelihood of occurrence and the magnitude of loss for cyberthreats may continue to lower the affordability of cyber insurance products, making cyberattacks effectively uninsurable for institutions in the future.
Systemic risk scenario and amplifying forces

**Potential systemic risk scenario (if the sector-specific risk is not mitigated)**

If a cyberattack cripples multiple banks or critical third-party providers that are covered by a common insurer, there can be significant second-order impact if there are limitations to institutions’ insurance policies or insufficient insurer reserves available to cover the losses when multiple claims are triggered in parallel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downstream insolvency of institutions within an entity’s network</th>
<th>Liquidation of investments to offset a financial institution’s losses</th>
<th>Impacts on government budgets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If a financial institution becomes insolvent due to coverage limitations, the solvency of partner institutions and third-party providers it has loan agreements with may be threatened.</td>
<td>As insolvent insurers struggle to honour insurance claims, impacted financial institutions will withdraw large sums of investments to gain access to capital to offset their losses; other investors will be affected by sharp price swings, potentially destabilizing capital markets.</td>
<td>Governments may have to provide unplanned financial aid to support financial institutions impacted by claims that insolvent insurers cannot cover, changing competitive dynamics between players and affecting government budgets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Forces that can amplify and accelerate the sector-specific risk**

- **Size of an institution’s third-party network**
  Financial institutions that depend on a large network of third-party vendors for their services are more vulnerable to the damage of successful cyberattacks against their vendor network.\(^{152}\)

- **Limited availability of cybersecurity diagnostic data**
  Regions that don’t mandate a financial institution to disclose data breaches or security hygiene practices will have limited diagnostic data available for insurers and reinsurers to confidently price the risk of providing cyber insurance, widening regional protection gaps.

- **Poor cross-border government alliances**
  Regions that don’t participate in international organizations (e.g. NATO, ASEAN) may have more difficulty contributing to cyber data-sharing schemes that aid in preventing and detecting state-sponsored cyberattacks quickly.
Target mitigation outcomes and opportunity landscape

Mitigation efforts to address the protection gap from cyber insurance limitations should focus on increasing the financial capacity of insurers, designing public-private regimes to absorb systemic losses and increasing the confidence in forward-looking cyber data for insurers’ risk models.

Target mitigation outcomes

- Alternative sources of capital to cover growing cyber risks
- Public-private support to prevent or absorb cyberattack damage
- Intelligence on cyberattack damage

Mitigation opportunity landscape

- Raise funds in private markets through insurance-linked securities (ILS).
- Conduct stress testing for cyber underwriting risk and resilience.
- Establish centralized resource centres for private entities to collectively build cyber resilience.
- Quantify cyber risk damage to measure portfolio exposure to cyberthreats.
- Use digital twin models to offer risk-based pricing for policyholders and threat intelligence for governments.

The following slides will summarize current mitigation efforts that are growing in adoption and provides in-depth analyses of emerging mitigation opportunities for consideration.
Current mitigation efforts growing in adoption

Efforts to strengthen insurers’ financial capacity, risk modelling accuracy and cyber risk stress testing are underway, creating new opportunities for sector-initiated, cross-border initiatives that can protect critical infrastructure from systemic cyber catastrophes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raise funds in private markets through insurance-linked securities (ILS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beazley, an insurer of Lloyd’s of London, has launched the first cyber catastrophe bond, which pays interest to bondholders and triggers a payout if total claims from a cyberattack on its policyholders exceed $300 million, helping protect the insurer’s balance sheet.¹⁵³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conduct stress testing for cyber underwriting risk and resilience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority has published a discussion paper on assessing the requirements for a new insurer stress-testing framework, including tests for cyber underwriting risk and financial resilience under severe cyber incident scenarios.¹⁵⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Establish centralized resource centres for private entities to collectively build cyber resilience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity centres for financial institutions have been established regionally (e.g. Africa Cybersecurity Resource Centre, National Cybersecurity Centre in Switzerland) and are promoting cooperation between private entities and authorities on strategic and operational cybersecurity issues, including access to cost-effective training opportunities through cyber exercises and crisis simulations for members.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantify cyber risk damage to measure portfolio exposure to cyberthreats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CyberCube is a cloud-based platform that helps insurers quantify cyber risk and assess the damage of different cyberattack scenario classes.¹⁵⁵ They have also launched the world’s first set of exposure databases, enabling reinsurers and brokers to conduct benchmarking, sensitivity and real-time analyses for cyber risks.¹⁵⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considerations to strengthen existing mitigation efforts

- To promote confidence in, and predictability of, the risk profile for cyber catastrophe bonds, issuers should provide transparency on variables that control the risk exposure for investors (e.g. industry and regional diversification).

- Cyber resilience frameworks and stress testing methods should be applied against reinsurers and syndicates and standardized across jurisdictions to mitigate against regional exposures to cyberattacks.

- Resource centres can partner with cybersecurity service vendors that offer volume discounts to members for access to cybersecurity tools and services; they can also partner with regulators to provide government-sponsored rebates for investing in cyber monitoring capabilities and to champion employer education initiatives.

- Scenario classes and risk variables can be enriched with future successful cyberattacks enabled by popular generative AI applications like ChatGPT that are making cybercrime inexpensive, easy and lucrative.¹⁵⁷
Use digital twin models to offer risk-based pricing for policyholders and threat-intelligence for governments

Opportunity overview
A digital twin is a virtual representation of a physical asset used to simulate scenarios and collect data on how the physical asset might respond. While digital twins have been adopted by equipment-intensive industries (e.g. manufacturing, aviation, mining), some governments are beginning to simulate critical infrastructure providers’ network infrastructure to predict and build response plans for likely cyberattack scenarios. Digital twins can represent a holistic view of an organization’s network data and interactions to help analysts identify compromising cyberthreat scenarios and develop predictive defence responses.

There is an opportunity for insurers to increase the viability of cyber insurance products and minimize the magnitude of loss for policyholders by:
1. Promoting custom threat intelligence services and risk-based pricing for its policyholders
2. Designing data-sharing partnerships with governments to inform cybersecurity policy decisions.

How it could work
1. Design a computerized model, or “knowledge graph” of a policyholder’s network infrastructure to create a digital twin of the network.
2. Connect models to cyberthreat intelligence databases of the latest threats and attack vectors (e.g. CyberCube).
3. Digital twin data model assesses network patterns, predicts attack paths and defence responses for network activity and can provide intrusion detection alerts.
4. Introduce variable pricing options based on the degree of threats faced by a policyholders’ network and managed threat intelligence services to policyholders.
5. Share anonymized digital twin datasets as part of a data monetization regime with governments across jurisdictions for scenario planning and informing policy decisions.

Conditions necessary for success
Data privacy regimes and sharing platforms that ensure the safe exchange of live network data between policyholders and insurance providers.

Anonymized digital twin data-sharing schemes with industry peers and across regions to elevate global threat intelligence at the industry level for policyholders (e.g. identifying the top attack scenarios for healthcare clients in Asia vs Europe).

Relevant case studies
Teams at NATO’s most recent Cyber Coalition used a novel cybersecurity defence software to develop knowledge graphs of critical infrastructure across borders, and reveal cyberattack patterns, network traffic and target systems that need protection to avoid a systemic shock event. Teams at NATO’s most recent Cyber Coalition used a novel cybersecurity defence software to develop knowledge graphs of critical infrastructure across borders, and reveal cyberattack patterns, network traffic and target systems that need protection to avoid a systemic shock event.
Regional risks and mitigation
The following section discusses risks that cut across the financial system, and either have regional dependencies or have varied exposure across regions.

In order to be classified as a regional risk, it must meet criterion 1A or 1B in addition to criteria 2 and 3 as outlined below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional dependencies</th>
<th>Varied exposure across regions</th>
<th>High potential to become systemic if the risk materializes</th>
<th>Reasonable likelihood of occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The manifestation and impact of the risk is interdependent on regional forces.</td>
<td>The risk presents different levels of vulnerability and impact across regions.</td>
<td>The risk possesses a strong likelihood of spreading throughout, or to a significant part of, the financial system.</td>
<td>The risk has a reasonable likelihood of materializing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three regional risks have been identified (non-exhaustive), and will be explored in the following section:

- Increasing complexity of cyberthreats
- Tech talent shortage
- Mispriced climate-related financial risk

The following pages examine the regional forces that shape the trajectory of these risks across different regions and lay out some of the ongoing mitigation approaches explored by the public and private sectors. Opportunities to enhance mitigation efforts are then offered.
Increasing complexity of cyberthreats across regions

The financial system in various regions is experiencing an increase in cybersecurity threats due to rising geopolitical tensions, widening attack surface, and advancement of cyberattack tools

BACKGROUND

The first phase of this study, published in 2021, examined new forms of cyber-attacks and the driving risk factors associated with them, including inadequate cybersecurity procedures, compromised technical infrastructure, digital identity misrepresentation and authentication weaknesses. Since then, cyberattacks have continued to escalate and remain a significant threat to the financial system across the globe. Compared to 2021, the number of global cyberattacks in 2022 increased by 38%, with the average data breach cost hitting a record high of $4.35 million. Some regions have been disproportionately affected by the frequency and severity of these attacks.

Evolving Risk Drivers

Growing geopolitical tensions
As nations use cyberwarfare in response to geopolitical conflicts, the risk that financial services will be caught in the crossfire is increasing. Warring countries increasingly use cyberattacks to disrupt networks and critical infrastructure that financial services rely upon. As noted earlier in the report, insurance companies are now excluding coverage of state-backed cyberattacks, increasing the cost of cybersecurity risks to the financial system.

Expanding attack surface
As the use of APIs to connect systems and institutions increases, the number of entry points that malicious actors can exploit to gain access to the financial services system is expanding. This makes it harder to quickly identify the source of an attack and contain it in a timely manner. On average, it takes about 197 days for an organization to identify a data breach.

Proliferation of hacking tools
The advancement and proliferation of cyber hacking tools have increased the capability of cybercriminals to launch more targeted attacks. In combination with AI serving as an attack enabler, the emergence of "ransomware as a service", which allows bad actors to use pre-made tools to launch an attack is increasing cybersecurity risk. Additionally, the ability to collect ransom payments in cryptocurrency is reducing the barrier of entry for cybercriminals.
Forces that affect cybersecurity risks across regions

Several factors across regions contribute to the emergence of cybersecurity risks and the impact of an event should it occur.

**Availability of technology skills and resources**
Cybersecurity capabilities are naturally more advanced in regions with a healthy supply of technology professionals and access to financial resources as these regions are well-positioned to invest in building or buying cyber defence systems.

**Maturity of the regulatory and legal environment**
In regions where cybersecurity laws are weak, there may be less incentive for institutions to invest in cybersecurity measures or adhere to best practices, making these locations less prepared to defend against and effectively respond to cyberattacks.

**Level of regional cooperation and alliances**
Regions that are part of cybersecurity alliances are better positioned to handle cyberthreats, as they benefit from exchanging information on potential vulnerabilities, current threats and response strategies.

**Dependence on external market infrastructure**
A cyberattack on market infrastructure (e.g. a clearing house) that more than one region depends upon for critical financial services is likely to have wide-scale impact as all regions involved experience disruptions simultaneously.
Mitigation of cybersecurity risks across regions

Efforts are underway to improve global and regional cybersecurity, including harmonizing cyber regulations, greater accessibility of cybersecurity tools, partnerships between the public and private sectors, and cross-border technical support.

### Harmonization of cybersecurity initiatives and laws

The fragmented nature of cybersecurity regulation and initiatives has made it challenging to pursue a coordinated global cybersecurity agenda. The EU is one of the regions that has been working to address this through its Digital Operational Resilience Act (DORA). This act was officially published in December 2022 and seeks to bring order and uniformity to regulation across the EU to ensure all components of operational resilience, including cybersecurity and incident reporting, are properly managed.

### Democratization of cybersecurity tools and techniques

For access to cybersecurity tools in resource-constrained regions, organizations can use open-source software such as Snort and OpenVPN and security platforms from big tech companies like AWS Security Hub and Google Cloud Security Command Center. These options offer cost-effective access to basic cybersecurity services and help spread cybersecurity resources across regions.

### Public-private joint incident response and partnerships

A coordinated effort between the public and private sectors is necessary to tackle cyberthreats. The Bank of Canada, for example, is leading a collaboration initiative with the private sector under the Canadian Financial Sector Resiliency Group (CFRPG) to coordinate a sector-wide response to systemic-level operational incidents. Similarly, the Swiss Bankers Association (SBA), in partnership with other groups, set up the Swiss Financial Sector Cybersecurity Centre (FS-CSC) to strengthen cyber resilience within the financial system.

### Cross-border capacity building

Several countries are leading technical training and offering cyber education to other regions to improve cybersecurity capabilities. For example, the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC) provides training to countries in the Indo-Pacific region. Similarly, the UK Global Cybersecurity Capacity Centre (G3C) provides cybersecurity training programmes to various developing countries. The EU is also funding the Latin America and Caribbean Cyber Competence Centre (LAC4) to strengthen cybersecurity education in the region.

### Opportunities to enhance mitigation efforts

About 95% of cybersecurity breaches are caused by human error, indicating public and private sector entities need to step up cyber awareness initiatives, such as social media campaigns, to ensure a broad understanding of cyberthreats.

Increased collaboration to help organizations carefully evaluate the risks posed by open-source tools and implement the necessary safeguards would be highly valuable. Similarly, greater support in addressing identified security flaws until a patch is designed would be beneficial.

Partnerships between the public and private sector should include increased funding of research and development efforts to identify and address emerging cyberthreats. By combining resources and expertise, the cybersecurity posture within their respective regions could be strengthened sectors.

Public and private sector players could organize innovative approaches such as cybersecurity competitions to provide hands-on experience to participants and simulate real-world security scenarios in a safe, controlled environment.
Growing tech talent shortages across regions

With the growing reliance on technology and a shortage of tech talent, industry players across regions are experiencing challenges in finding the talent they need to drive innovation or maintain core operations.

**BACKGROUND**

Financial institutions (FIs) rely on tech talent to maintain and support their core infrastructure while delivering innovative products to improve customer experience and operational efficiency. However, the shortage of tech talent is becoming increasingly challenging for FIs as they struggle to recruit skilled professionals to meet these objectives. The competition for tech talent is fierce, with organizations in other industries also vying for a limited pool of skilled tech professionals. Traditional FIs with legacy systems that require specialized knowledge and expertise to maintain them are facing additional difficulties. Regionally, challenges are especially felt in areas that tend to be less developed and resourced, as they have reduced opportunities to hire and retain top talent.

The consequences of talent shortages can be widespread, particularly given the interconnected nature of the financial system. When a region that delivers critical services to other parts of the financial system experiences service disruptions due to talent shortages, it could have a ripple effect across regions. Operations of FIs in other regions can be severely impacted, although some are more vulnerable than others. Related, when a significant percentage of financial services entities depend on a particular type of tech talent that is clustered in a certain region, concentration risk develops. For example, many FIs rely heavily on India for IT services and talent, meaning that disruptions to the Indian tech talent pool could have far-reaching effects on other regions that depend on them to deliver critical services.

**E VOLVING R I S K D R I V E R S**

- **Increased demand for tech skills**
  The financial services industry increasingly relies on technological innovation to deliver its products and services to customers. As financial institutions execute their digital transformation strategy, the demand for tech professionals (such as data scientists, cybersecurity specialists, and database and network professionals) continues to expand.\(^{170}\)

- **Competition from adjacent industries**
  The shortage of tech talent is felt across industries resulting in intense competition within and outside financial institutions. Organizations, especially those within emerging innovation spaces (such as fintechs), may be more appealing to tech talent due to factors such as the novelty of the technology, flexible work arrangements and equity ownership.

- **Socio-economic dislocations**
  Socioeconomic factors such as income, education, business and political climate can exacerbate tech talent shortages in some regions. For example, talent in regions experiencing economic or political difficulties may choose to migrate to other countries (human capital flight), reducing the available tech talent pool.
Forces that influence shortages of tech talent across regions

The availability of training programmes, socioeconomic factors, atmosphere for innovation and immigration policies influences the severity of tech talent shortages in a region.

**Availability of educational and training programmes**

The standard and accessibility of educational and training programmes influence the availability of tech talent in an area. Areas with great technology-based education and training opportunities will have a larger pool of tech talent for organizations in that region to recruit. Access to top-notch education and training programmes allows in-demand tech skills to be developed locally, thereby reducing the need to rely on other regions to bridge the skills shortage.

**Economic and social factors**

Unfavourable and unpredictable economic, social and political situations in certain regions may make it more difficult to attract and retain skilled tech professionals. These regions often experience a higher rate of human capital flight as tech professionals seek better opportunities elsewhere. From 2015 to 2019, at least 70,000 ICT professionals from low- to middle-income nations migrated to higher-income countries.

**Presence of innovation and technology hubs**

A region's ability to attract tech professionals can be boosted by a favourable environment for innovation, such as the existence of technology hubs. Tech hubs provide a rich pool of tech talent with supporting infrastructure enabling innovation. Places like California, London, Beijing, Nairobi and Singapore are prime examples of innovation centres with a thriving tech ecosystem, attracting tech talent working on cutting-edge innovations.

**Progressive immigration policies**

Immigration policies are crucial in attracting highly skilled technology workers to a region. Progressive immigration policies adopted by some countries such as Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany and Sweden help provide financial organizations with a richer pool of skilled workers from which to recruit. For example, Canada's Express Entry programme offers a fast-track permanent residency visa programme for skilled workers from other countries.
**Ongoing initiatives to mitigate tech talent shortages across regions**

Efforts are underway to address the shortage of tech talent, including collaborations with academia, reskilling programmes, implementation of no-code and low-code platforms, and creation of technology hubs.

---

**Partnership with academia**

Financial services organizations are joining forces with academic institutions to address the shortage of tech talent and prepare the next generation for the rapidly advancing technological landscape. They achieve this by offering internship opportunities to students and working with schools to redesign their curricula to match the evolving technology skills demand. For example, JPMorgan Chase’s Tech for Social Good initiative aims to bridge the tech skills gap by providing education, coding and mentorship opportunities for young people.172

---

**Reskilling existing employees**

By introducing reskilling initiatives (such as job rotations and virtual learning portals), financial services organizations support current employees in developing new tech skills instead of focusing exclusively on external hiring to meet tech talent demand. Reskilling is a cost-effective option costing about $20,000 less compared to hiring and training new recruits.173 HSBC Malaysia created the Digital Black Belt Development Programme, a virtual programme to reskill its employees, helping them acquire digital data analytics, machine learning and automation skills.174

---

**Utilization of no-code and low-code platforms**

Financial institutions are embracing no-code and low-code technologies to tackle the challenge of tech talent shortages. By allowing non-technical users to build and launch applications with minimal coding, these platforms help accelerate software development and reduce dependency on a small pool of technology talent. For example, AXA, a leading global insurance firm, used OutSystems, a low-code platform, to successfully modernize its claims processing system in just three months, reducing the large volume of calls to the contact centre.175

---

**Establishment of technology hubs**

To attract and retain talent in a competitive labour market, financial services institutions are establishing technology hubs in cities with large tech talent pools. By having a presence in these locations, they can tap into the existing talent pool or attract professionals interested in relocating to these areas. These hubs serve as the centre for designing and implementing innovative technology solutions. For example, BMO, one of the large Canadian banks, is setting up tech hubs across North America and plans to hire over 250 people through 2023.176 Also, Citi opened its Global Tech Hub in Bahrain with a goal of creating 1,000 tech jobs in the next decade.177

---

**Opportunities to enhance mitigation efforts**

To increase the attractiveness of a region to tech talent, both public and private institutions must collaborate to build a thriving technology innovation ecosystem by making investments in critical infrastructure such as high-speed internet, data centres and co-working spaces.

As organizations leverage AI to automate tasks that were previously performed by humans, it is crucial to prepare their workforce to effectively collaborate with AI. To accomplish this, organizations should provide training opportunities to develop new skills such as data analysis, programming and structured questioning to optimize the value from the technology.

By supporting diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) initiatives, various regions can position themselves as inclusive environments appealing to a diverse pool of tech talent. This can be achieved through promoting gender diversity, supporting underrepresented groups in tech, and fostering diversity in the workplace.
Systemic mispricing of climate-related financial risk due to data challenges

Limitations in the availability and accessibility of data on the physical and transition risks of climate change create challenges for financial institutions to accurately embed the price of climate-related financial risk within their products.

**BACKGROUND**

Amid global pledges to meet net-zero commitments over the next three decades, financial institutions are facing limitations in accessing reliable and granular datasets required to price the physical and transitional effects of climate change on their clients. These limitations can accelerate systemic mispricing of climate-related risk across loan adjudication decisions, insurance policies and asset valuations.

The most significant limitations will come from private small- and medium-sized client bases with limited resources, capabilities or incentives to collect and report data relevant to climate-related financial risk. With small- and medium-sized enterprises representing one-fifth of annual global banking revenues, the data gap can expose financial institutions offering banking, insurance and investment management services to significant financial risk. Regional differences in net-zero goals, access to talent pools and capital allocation will further influence a financial institution’s exposure to climate-related financial risk.

As financial institutions today have limited control over generating granular climate risk data for their client base, they may instead play a critical role in using technology-enabled mitigation opportunities to access and verify data relevant to climate risk for their clients.

**Evolving Risk Drivers**

- **Inconsistent standards and disclosure requirements**
  
  Banks are sourcing climate disclosures from clients individually and with taxonomies and templates in certain regions (e.g. North America). For small multi-banked companies, this can translate to a high burden of proof in the form of higher costs of disclosure and transparency. This trend may further challenge a financial institution’s ability to access and share standardized data.

- **Growing frequency and magnitude of loss for climate shock events**
  
  Many recent studies, including those from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in August 2022, conclude that with rising global average temperature, climate shock events will become frequent, and with a greater magnitude of loss. Limitations in translating these effects into financial risk for businesses will increase the impact on financial institutions.

- **Reliance on proxy datasets that are subject to misinterpretation**
  
  Banks’ current projections for climate stress tests have relied heavily on proxy data (e.g. country-sector level data on environmental externalities that replaces company-level emissions data), which has led to widely diverging data reported by banks and likely inaccurate estimations of climate risk within products. Proxy datasets can be vulnerable to various interpretations and inconsistencies.
Forces that influence regional exposure to mispricing climate-related financial risk

Regional differences in net-zero goals, access to talent pools and capital allocation can significantly influence a financial institution’s exposure to climate-related financial risk.

**Share of capital flowing into private markets**

Certain regions have seen a marked increase in capital moving out of transparent public markets and into more private markets over the past decade (e.g. the US). This regional trend can increase the relative share of business activities that is not inherently transparent to financial institutions, resulting in higher costs to disclose the data required to measure climate-related financial risk.

**High carbon-emitting economies and the pace of decarbonization**

Financial institutions with high portfolio exposure to economies highly dependent on energy-intensive and transport sectors will be more vulnerable to the transition risks associated with future government policy actions.

**Affordability of remote sensing technology and access to talent pools**

Regions that have made access to remote sensing technology or data infrastructure more affordable for companies (e.g. in the form of subsidies), or have large skilled talent pools available to interpret data, can help make raw data collection and insight generation more accessible to small and medium-sized enterprises.

**Ambitious net-zero commitments**

Given their existing economic activities, regions that have made the most ambitious net-zero pledges will be more likely to face transition risk from climate change; governments will lean towards imposing aggressive policies to meet carbon emission deadlines, thus compelling local businesses to transition to climate-friendly products, services and operations more quickly.
Mitigation landscape for closing the data gap for climate risk

Current mitigation initiatives focus on standardizing the reporting of climate-related data and increasing platforms available for multiple financial institutions to access shared data. Opportunities remain for emerging technology to drive these outcomes.

**ONGOING MITIGATION EFFORTS**

**Climate hub initiatives for small and medium enterprises**
The SME Climate Hub is a non-profit global initiative that empowers small to medium-sized companies to take climate action and build resilient businesses for the future. The hub provides free access to tools, resources and templates to help small businesses measure their full carbon footprint and tap into new funding opportunities through climate data reporting (e.g. bank loans, government grants).

**Publication of climate-related statistical indicators**
The European Central Bank has published experimental and analytical indicators that illustrate the impact of climate-related risks on the financial sector. Analytics indicators will share information on the carbon intensity of financial institutions’ securities and loan portfolios and the financial sector’s exposure to counterparties with carbon-intensive business models. They also cover climate-related physical risks and analyse the impact of natural hazards on the performance of loans, bonds and equities portfolios.186

**Establishment of global private-public data utilities**
The Net-Zero Data Public Utility is under development and expected to be the first public platform that aims to be a trusted central source of verifiable transition data. The utility will depend on private sector commitments to contribute standardized greenhouse gas emissions data from primary corporate and sovereign entities.187

**Localized insights and regional predictions from complex climate models**
The Climate Risk and Resilience Portal is a new publically available tool that reveals how future climate scenarios can impact US cities and towns. The tool transforms complex, large climate datasets into local reports that non-technical audiences can understand and apply for numerous purposes; dynamical downscaling integrates regional forecasting with global climate models.188

**OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE MITIGATION EFFORTS**

Automated climate data collection techniques coupled with API-enabled sharing methods can reduce data generation costs for companies and data accessibility costs for financial institutions to access real-time climate data.

Public-private data utilities can explore leveraging synthetic datasets generated by AI based on currently available info about businesses to build predictive models while minimizing the cost of raw data collection.

Financial institutions can use remote sensing tools (e.g. IoT devices, satellite imagery) to generate high-resolution data directly to inform investment decisions on clients and regions. Data from remote sensing tools can capture robust data on climate patterns, natural processes and human activities that can act as accurate proxies to assess progress on climate change mitigation.189
Conclusion
CONCLUSION

A sharpened understanding of the origination and proliferation of technology-driven risk from sectors and regions to the broader financial system better informs public and private sector players of targeted mitigation opportunities available to them.

What examples of opportunities exist for private and public players to better address technology-driven systemic risk?

**Private sector players can...**

- Reinforce their role as trusted partners in consumers’ financial decisions. They can capitalize on opportunities to support and guide consumers in financial decision-making as patterns of distrust and uncertainty emerge from an increasingly fragmented financial landscape.

- Include a diverse group of stakeholders in risk assessment. Players can consider the influence and impact of adjacent players, alternative media providers, and data brokers when assessing an institution’s degree of exposure to technology-driven risk originating from outside the traditional financial system.

**Public sector players can...**

- Use existing technologies to map common pools of risk. They can tap into existing “open” data platforms and privacy-enhancing technologies to securely access real-time and verifiable insights on common clusters of risk at the ecosystem level.

- Educate beyond financial literacy. Players can prioritize media literacy alongside financial literacy for consumers to stabilize and neutralize sources of distrust in financial markets that are strengthening from alternative media platforms and data deception tools.

**Private and public sector players can collaborate to...**

- Lead international resilience experiments. They can champion international experiments against technology-driven risk through cross-regional simulation techniques and autonomous intelligence that can forecast response requirements for global resiliency efforts.

- Further invest in shared resource pools. Players can identify opportunities to contribute to shared pools of capital and talent that can supplement public funding schemes and strengthen buffers available to absorb the effects of future technology-driven systemic shock events.

As technology-driven risks remain highly dynamic, technology-enabled mitigation opportunities and collaboration efforts will depend on a constant stream of knowledge exchange and experimentation across jurisdictions and sectors to be effective and sustainable.
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